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FOREWORD 
This document presents the results of work perfo111led hy the Martin Marietta Corporation's Denver Division for the National Aeronautics and Space Admin-istration, Johnson S~ace Center. This final rept'rt was prepared as partial fulfillment of Contract NAS9-l467l, Spacecraft Utensil/Hand Cleansing Fix-ture. The NASA Technical Monitor was Mr. John B. Westover, Systems Support Branch. 
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gal 
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Temperature 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Space flights in the past have indicated a need for a more convpn-
tiona 1 and natural means for washing hands or utensils. A perscnal hygiene 
device of this nature will be even more desirable when Space Shuttle pay-
loads include biological testing. Previous development cleansing methods 
fell into one of the following groups: 
o Washcloth cleansing 
o Waste water collector and wash unit 
The "washcloth cleansing" method consisted of cloth wetting, Wiping, 
and then squeezing water from the washcloth. Problems with this method 
were: 
o Complete cleanser removal cannot be accomplished since rinsing 
action is not available a 
o Water removal from washcloth is difficult and time consuming. 
o Possibility of escapement of cleansing agent into the habitability 
area. 
o Logistic requirements are excessive. 
The "waste water collector and wash unit" method can be improved 
upon and was the purpose of the efforts undertaken. The objective of this 
contract was to develop a system concept ['Jr an inflight utensil/hand 
cleansing fixture which included the f~LIQ\ving features: 
o Capability for efficient clec:Jnsi.ng and rinsing of utensils or 
hands. 
o Provision for general waste fluid disposal. 
The design concept for the utensil/hand cleansing fixture provides 
for the capability of functioning for 0 30 day Shllttlc mission containing 
seven occupants/users. The long range goal for this developmenl is to 
provide a functioning system capable of operating for extended missions of 
at least 120 days. The utensil/hand cleansing fixture is designed as a 
self-contained unit that can be installed in the standard water interface 
requirements. Service to the unit is a single source of unheated potable 
water and water discharged from the UI,it is into a single return waste 
connection. In a~dition, tIle design incltld('s provisions for the intake and 
l-l 
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discharge of purge air and the di5~harge of evolved gases. Both the air 
and the gases are filtered or processed in the utensil/hand cleansing 
assembly before releasing ttl~~ into the habitability area. The unit is 
designed to operate effectively on nominal 28 VDC and 115 VAC, 400 Hz 
power~ 
The output of this final report is to identify the tasks involved 
in the final design concept selection and to define the system design and 
performance requirements. 
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II. TECHNICAL APPKOACH 
A. TASK ONE - SELECTION OF CONCEPT 
The objective of Task One "as to formulate conceptual designs that 
would result i" minimum impact to a Shuttle payload. This involved the 
preparation of a functional task analysis and subsequent development of a 
preliminary design document, performing a technology survey, evaluating 
candidate hard"are, developing potential system concepts and selecting 
one or more candidate systems. The output of this task was a tradeoff 
analysis report, system schematics, packaging concepts, and a soft mockup 
of the selected cleansin~ fixture. 
B. TASK TWO - FEASIBILITY TESTING 
The objective of Task Two was to conduct preliminary laboratory 
tests to determine the feasibility of a potential concept. This involved 
developing tese requirements, configuring and performing the feasibility 
testing, and evaluating the test data. The output of this task was to 
quantitatively establish the cleansing fixture's criteria ranges that 
wc~ld be utilized in the preparation of the Requirements Definition Docu-
ment. 
C. TASK THREE - REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION DEVEWPMENT 
The objective of Task Three was to formulate a Requirements Defini-
tion Document that 'tvould define the cleansing fixture I s system design and 
performance requirements. This was accomplished by aefining the selected 
syotem based on the outputs of Task One and Task Two and specifying per-
formance and design requirements. The output of this task was a Requirements 
Definition Document in accordance with the r<:quirements of the DRD MA-516T. 
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D. TASK FOUR - DOCUMENTATION AND PRESENTATIONS 
The objective of Task Four was to provide the necessary conference 
requir~ments, data management requirements, and documentation requirements. 
All items identified and described by the Data Requirements List (DRL) No. 
T-1097 were prepared and submitted. The data items were prepared in 
accordance with the Data Requirements Description (DRD) referenced on the 
DRL for each line of data. All reports and documentation (exc0pt engineer-
ing drawings) generated under this contract were expressed in SI (metric) 
units with conventional units given in parenthe:ses. In addition to Liwse 
formal documentation submittals, t...:!lephone calls on a weekly basis were 
made to the NA.SA technical monitor at his convenience to inform him of 
current progress) evaluations, and results. 
In addition to satisfying the formal documentation requircrnc'1.ts} a 
presentation/conference meeting was held at NASA-JSC after completion of 
the Selection of Concept Task (three months after contract go-ahead) and 
after completion of the Developmpnt of the Requirements Definition Document 
(six months after contract go-ahead)o 
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III. HARDWARE/SUBSYSTEMS TRADEOFFS 
The objective of this tradeoff analysis was to formulate system 
and subsystem concepts for the cleansing fixture and to evaluate the 
concepts to determine their impact on the spacecrafL Factors that were 
conBidered in the selection included power requirements, volume, weight, 
functional reliability, maintainability, and impact on the EC/LSS system. 
The output of this tradeoff analysis is a recommended system concopt that 
Meets the design requirements and is then furthp.r developed in the feasi-
bility testing phase of the program. 
A. REQUIREMENTS 
The cleansing fixture's purpose is to provide efficient capability 
for cleansing and rinsing of utensils or hands and to provide for general 
waste £llid disposal. The design of the unit must be fonnulated based upon 
technical, design and performance requirements. The tradeoff analysis 
conducted for both the subsystems and systems utilized the fC'llo"Lng require-
ments. 
1. ~!!nical Requirements 
a. Washing - The utensil/hand elson.ing fixture shall be 
designed such that the user is able to get direct contact ~f water and 
cleanser on his hands without loss of the water into the habitability 
area. In addition, the fixture shall be configured so as to allow visual 
inspection of the cleaning operation by the user. The unit shall have 
both an automatic and a manual mode of operation. It s"'al~. have the capa-
bility of varying the water temperature and shall have appropriate temperature 
controls accessible to the user. 
h. Rinsing - The design shall include the capability for rinsing 
without loss of water into the habitability area. The rinse water temper-
ature shall also be adjustable with controls accessible to the user. 
IIl-l 
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Co Automatic Operation - Automatic operation shall be provided 
in the design along with a manual ove.ride. The automatic mode shall be 
such as to allow predetermined setting of controls so that a c'Jffiplete wash/ 
rinse/drying or purge cycle is provided following the activation of a start 
switch •. 
d. Air Purge - The design shall im·lude the capability to remove 
the used wash/rinse water from the fixture 0 This shall be accomplished by 
purging the unit with dir afeter each use. The used air shall be filtered 
and/or processed as requirr,d to remove contaminants or objectionable odors 
before it is returned iili .. o the habitability area. 
e. ~ds-Liquid Separation - The design shall include the capabil-
ity to separdte gas from liquid in a weightless environment. The gas shall 
be vented through a filter or processor to remove contaminants or objection-
ahle odors before it is returned i.nto the habitability area. The liquid will 
be pumped/routed to a container suitable for waste water storage in a null 
gravity. Ultimate disposal or the waste water shall not be a consideration 
of this effort. 
f. Water Limiting Devices - The design shall include the capa-
bility to limi t rl.e usage rate of wateT for a given wash cycle. The optimum 
and minimum acceptable rates will be established during the feasibility 
testing of the selected concept. 
g. Design Life - The design llfe for the utensil/hand cleansing 
fiKture shall as a minimum be capable of functioning for a 2.592 x 106 second 
(30-day) Shuttle mission. 
h. Microbiological Control - Provisions for the control of 
microorganisms within the fixture to include periodic cleaning and mainte-
nance shall be incorporated in the design. 
10 Configuration Requirement - The utensil/hanel cleansing fiKture 
shall be designed as a self-cont~ined unit that can be installed in the 
standard Shuttle Payload configurations with a minimum of hardware changes 
and water interface requirements. 
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2. Design Requirements 
a. Cleansing Fixture System 
1) The fixture shall have the capability to operate in 
either zero or one-gravity environment. 
2) The fixture shall be designed to acconunodate a Sth/ to 
95th/percentile male/female crew size baseo on anthropometric dimer.sions 
of , c USAF population projected to 1980. 
3) The fixture shall be designed utilizing MIL-STD-1472B 
as a human engineering and man/machine guideline. 
4) The fixture shall include self-contained restraints for 
reet, hands, and items \.Jpich must be temporarily restrained. 
1) Structural load requirements - Design loading shall be 
J g's maximum for 1800 seconds (30 minutes) to satisfy launch and re-entry 
requirements and 12 g' s ma:-~imum for crnsh loading. 
2) Structtlr<31 mer,I~~0rs shall be of aluminum material to meet 
the structural loading rcquirelncpts. 
J) The ~.tnll,:.turcs design shall contain stowage provisions 
fl)r suppurt items to tile fixttlre. 
J. Performance Requirements 
a. Crew Si~ing - The system s~z1ng sllall be I)ased upon 7 occu-
pants/users for <J 2.592 x 106 second (JO<day) Shuttle mission. The lon~ 
rLl'.lge goal ftn- this development would be to provide a functioning sy~tcm 
c~pablc ot op~riltillg lor cxtel\dcd missions of at 1ea~t 10.368 x 106 seconds 
(120 days) "ith 7 occupants/uscrs. 
b. System Tasks - The c1l!ansing fixture system design shall 
;Jccounnodate the follmving crew functions: 
o Washing Ilands and face 
o Sponge botlling 
o Sh.:.lving ."Jnd cleaning razor 
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adjustable. 
peak 3000W 
o Brushing teeth 
o Washing or wetting of hair 
o Oral hygiene such as mouth rinse 
o Handwashing of small parts or individual items of clothing 
o Waste fluid disposal 
o Cleansing utensils 
c. Interface Requirements 
1) Cabin Environment 
a) Cabin Atmosphere: 
Total Pressure: 
0z Partial Pressure: 
C02 Partial Pressure: 
0Z/N2 1.(11] x lOS N/m2 + 
.173 N/m2 
(760 mmHg ± 13 mmHg) 
Z.2 x lOS N/m2 + .173 N/mZ 
(16S rnmllg + 13 LlunHg) 
.067 N/m2 (S mmHg) Nominal 
.101 N/mZ (7.6 mmHg) Maximum 
b) Humidity: Ccntrolled within 2S% to 70% and is not 
d) Allowable Heat Rejection: Naximum nominal 1000W, 
2) Power Interfaces 
Space lab Nominal 28 VDC 
115/200 volt, 400 Hz 
3) Water Interfaces 
a) Water Supply - single source of unheated potable water 
between 286.3 0 K and 322.50 K (5SoF and 1200 F) temperature. 
b) Water Discharge - Single retucn waste connection. 
4) Air Interfaces 
a) Air Intake - Cabin atmosphere as defined in a), 
b) Discharge Air - Filtered and/or processed as required 
to remove contaminants or objectionable odors. 
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5) Structure Interface - The cleansing unit shall be de$igned : 
to be installed into a Spacelab standard rack as defined in Para. 4.1.1.2 of 
the Spacelab Payload Accommodation Handbook, dated October, 1974, ESTEC Refer-
ence No. SLP 2104. 
Jl. 
6) Assumed Equivalent Weight Penalties 
Penalty Type 
Heat added directly 
into cabin which must 
be removed with cabin 
cooling circuit 
Continuous DC Power 
Continuous AC Power 
7) Pressurant Gas Interface 
Gas: Nitrogen 
Equivalent Ratio 
.198 kg/Js (.128 1bs/BTU/hr) 
268 kg/Kw (591 lbs/KW) 
322 kg/Kw (710 lbs/KW) 
Pressure: 413.4 x 103 N/m2 (60 psig) maximum 
ENCLOSURE CONFIGURATION 
1. Functional Requirement - The fixture design shall be designed 
such that the 'lser is able to get direct contact of water and cleanser on 
the crewmen's hands without loss of the water into the habitability area. 
In addition, the fixture shall be configured so as to allow visual inspec-
tion of the cleaning operation by the user. Provisions for control of 
microorganisms within the fixture shall be incorporated in the design. Also, 
the fixture shall provi.de for utensi.l "ashing and waste fluid disposal. 
2. Technical DeSign Requirement 
o Operate in either zero or one-gravity environment 
o Accommodate a 5th to 95th percentile male/female 
o MIL-STD-1472B anthropometric requirements for 95th 
percentile male: 
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Hand Length: 20.67 em (8.14 inches) 
Elbow-Finger Tip Length: 51.82 cm (20.4 inches) 
IIDnd Breadth: 9.73 cm (3.83 inches) 
Ann to Elbow Access Hole Diameter: 11.43 cm (4.5 inches) 
u From mockup::; and testing, n.atural angle formed between man's 
arms (frolll hLs elbow to the fingers) when simulating hand 
\.J<lshing is approx i1l1<.ltcly L100 ~ 
J" Enl:losurc Con fLgur~ltion Concepts 
a. llemisphcrL~ Dome \.Jtlh Sh':'lliow Cone Bast.:' - This enclosure con-
Slsts or ':'1 hl.~l1lispl\('ri(,.:1l dome thnt is ntt':H.:ilcd to the sIHl.IIO\", cone. b':ISC by 
<.~ Lther .1 h i.n)..'.L' so that the dO\l\L' call he lifted lip or "I pivot so that t.op cnn 
pivot to l)lW side. This , ... ill pL'rmit placing utensils 1n the fixture. or tlte 
Ji.SPOSillF, of \v;.l!-\lL' fluids. II.:-md .::lcl'('ss holes a 1'1.' 12.7 em (5 inches) in 
dLnlletcr and locatL'd IH."<:I1" hClSl~ IJf JOIlll'~ The i.ncluded .:.mgle fo~ed by till' 
l.:etltl'rI.LtH~s llf thl' hnnd Ill)l('B llorl1l~ll tl) tilL' enclosure axls is ItO degrees. 
'The d L"l\1l~'ll~r of tilC" dUIlIL' ~l1ld m;-H lnr, cone hase i.~ 30.48 ('111 (12 inctws) wit lch 
fnr \\'.:.Ishi.tl}.',. ll;md aCCL~S~.: itL)lc::; ~lrl' CIJVCl"l'd by l'Llsttc llI.:lu'ri:Jl (sIlt to 
•. 1111.)\,' h'::lI'ld insL'rt.Lnn) to seal ngailll'it ""~ller spi11~lgC. Soap and water intpr'" 
1';1(,(' \d.Lll thL' ('n~l.ostLre \~i11 be In ~l 1LH:atlon tlwt docs Hot interfere with 
\\'asitillF, ()[ til ... , h~lI1ds shollid t'.1ke pL.ICL' ~lt the Ilw:-.:imum JL:mu:~tcr of tile 
l.'Ill.'.losurL' (dnl1l('/ha:'H' i.nl(.~rf':H:Q.) to take adv:lnt'I~',C' of tite bulk vt'llume In 
tilat ::iL'cLil.)ll. 
b. Truncaled COI1L' tlld with Sh.:lllo\\I COtlf' Base ... This l'IH:lo::iurL'" 
consists of .:1 trullc:ltt.'d 1..'011(' lid that i::; \Jttac1l(~d t() the shallow CLllh' \J;}SC 
by either a hinge so the dpllle can be lifted lip or a pivot sO that the tL'P 
can pivlJt. If desired, both moti.ons can he incorporated by usc of n h'll1-
joint "lsscmh1y or .:l unlversal joinl. Tlll,~SL' li.d mOVL'1llL'nts an.~ required lor 
pl"lccillL'nt of L1tl~nsilg \\'ithin tile enL'losl.1rc and the dumping ~)[ \\lilstc flulds. 
Hand access j'wlcs LIrc 12.7 ell! (5 lnchcs) in diam('tl.~r and located ncar Lhe 
b"1S(;, of the li.d. These holes arc cLlvered by stitte.d clastic m':'lteri':'lt to 
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seal against water spillage. The angle formed by the center-lines of hand 
holes normal to the enclosure axis is 110 degrees. The diameter at the lid/ 
base interface is 30.48 cm (12 inches) which is the region where the hand-
washing operation takes place. The soap and water to enclosure interface 
would most likely be positioned at the top portion of the lid to avoid 
interference with the crewmen's hands during washing. 
c. Flat Surfaced Enclosure - This enclosure incorporates a trans-
parent lid that has a flat top and anf,led front where the hand holes are 
located. The diameter of the hand holes are a minimum of 15.24 cm (6 inches) 
since the crewmen's arms are not perpendicular to the enclosure surface con-
taining the handholds during a normal handwashing operation. The lid is 
hinged along the back edge to allow access inside the enclosure for utensil 
washing. These items may be too awkward to insert through the hand access 
openings. This concept also incorporates flexible slitted arm seals over 
the hand holes. The enclosure has flat sides with a total width of 43.18 cm 
(17 inches), depth of 30.48 cm (12 inches), and a wash volume height of 30.48 cm 
(12 inches). The base of the enclosure tapers down and back for water - air 
collection. Wash water is provided by four nozzles located in the upper back 
r.orners and lower front corners. 
d. Forward Air-Water Entry, Aft Air-Water Exit - This concept 
positions the water injector~ on the front panel where the hand access holes 
are located. The top surface contains a window for viewing and is angled down 
approximately 30 degrees to be normal to crewmen's line-of-sight. The unit 
is box shaped with rounded corners. The back surface co~tains the collection 
port for air and waste water. 
e. Cone Shaped Enclosure - This enclosure is a truncated cone 
shaped unit inverted with the large end at top. The enclosure height is 35.6 
cm (14 inches) with the large end being 30.5 cm (12 inches) in diameter and 
the small end 3.2 cm (1.25 inches) in diameter. The 12.7 cm (5 inch) diameter 
hand holes are centered 12.7 cm (5 inches) from the top and are in-line with 
each other. Flexible arm seals are attached to the hand openings to prevent 
spillage. The floor to enclosure height is approximately chest high to main-
tain adequate visual inspection of the handwashing operation. Soap and water 
dispensing can be positioned at a convenient location On either the walls or 
top surface. This enclosure is unique in that the air blower can be either 
up or downstream from the enclosure. 
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f. Flexible Bag/Wringer Mechanism - This novel concept utilizes a flexible flat bag with a water inlet at one end and the waste water outlet at the other end. Slits are provided along the edges to allow the inser-tion of the crewmen's hands. Opposing rollers provide the means of t'ransferring the waste water from the bag to ti,e storage tank by squeezing the bag as it travels from one end to the other. 
g. Standup Cylinder - This concept utilizes a straight cylinder 30.8 em (12 inches) in diameter by 45.72 cm (18 inches) tall for thl' "ash-ing enc1 usure. An access door is provided that opens at the c',linclelo diameter with a height equal to that of the cylinder. This provides for the placement of articl"s in the enclosure or disposing of waste fluids. With the enclosure positioned 91.44 em (36 incbes) to 137.16 em (54 inches) above the floor level and with the large opening in the enclosure provided by the hinged door, a crewman is capable of inserting his head into the enclosure for hair washing. Hand access holes are also located on the hinged door ~vith the same general configuration as in the other concepts, that is, 12.7 cm (5.00 inch) diameter openings with an angle of 1100 hetween them, and covered by elastic material with slits to allow hand insertion. The base of the straight cylinder mates wi,th " cone section in the compo-nent module that funnels waste water to a vacuum pickup area. SO<:lP acquisition can be accomplished through an integrated pressurized supply system or brought into the enclosure as a scporat" entity. Water suppLy can be through a flex line with a hand \Jeld nozzle attached to the imerior surface of the enclosure. 
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4. Matrix Comparisons 
TABLE 111-1 Characteristic Comparison 
~ Hemisphere Dome with Shallow Characteristic Cone Base 
t-< 
t-< 
t-< 
I 
'" 
Visibility 
Volume Utilization 
Water Utilization 
Ease of Unit Cleaning 
Arm Positioning 
Efficiency of Water Collection 
Rinsing Thoroughness 
-
Reliability (Degree of Complexity) 
-Compliance with Utensil Washing 
and Waste Fluid Disposing 
Requi rement 
TOTALS 
CODE: 1 - Best, 2 - Second Best, Etc. 
.. 
.~.J..i-"_._, .,.-.... ~" ,.;, , ....... ~,---""',.~-,~,--" 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
10 
~---
Truncated 
Cone Lid 
with Shallow 
Cone Base 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
12 
Forward 
Air-Water Flexible Stand-Flat Entry, Aft Cone Bag! Up Surfaced Air-Water Shaped Wringer Cy1-
Enclosure ~xit Enclosure Mechanism inder 
1 1 2 4 1 
---
4 3 3 1 1 
4 4 1 2 2 
3 2 3 4 1 
2 2 3 2 1 
3 3 1 2 1 
1 1 2 3 1 
1 1 1 2 1 
__ ..... ___ .4'_ f-'-""- ., -. 1 4 4 4 1 
20 21 20 24 10 
_., .... "d.', '~_, ... -;.,~ __ ~.'''''"-''-''' r' l-~ _~~::\~~:rry~'29?,'?'lb'tflj·;':i··_t"'\VecWf;t'"l''£f T n '$:1; mrs 
t 
l; 
" 
H 
H 
H , 
.... 
o 
~'~-;f.i;'~"~'- .... 'V': < :-, V:"-".';~-"?""-""'-:'""""<"-w·'0n"!"'"~'~~t7"'J1~~?7"~~~0"~'.,.:;:m)l:"fV~E);;}3;:M"I','" "'-,. <I;d eq: 
4. l".dtrix Comparisons (Cont'd) 
TABLE 111-2 Operational Comparison 
. 
, 
Forward ~ Hemisphere Truncated Air-Water Flexible Stand-Dome with Cone Lid Flat Entry, Aft Cone Bag/ up Shallow with Shallow Surfaced Air-Water Shaped Wringer Cyl-Parameter Cone Base Cone Base Enclosure Exit Enclosure Mechanism inder 
2 2 8222 em22 7432 cm
2 
2954 cm2 2230 em; 4376 cm2 Interior Surface Area 2480 em 2 3456 em J (2.67 ft ) (3.72 ft2) (8.85 ft ) (8.0 ft 2) (3.18 ft 2) (2.4 ft ) (4.71 ft) 
3 20332 em3 42475 em~ 3 3 2832 ",3 3 
I 
Interior Volume 11100 em 42475 em3 11553 em 3 33414 em3 (0.392 ft 3) (0.718 ft 3) (1.50 ft ) (1.50 ft ) (0.408 ft ) (.1 L ) (l.18 ft ) 
I 
Area/Volume Ratio 6.74 5.18 5.9 5.34 7.8 24.0 3.99 
I 
Required Air Flaw 30 CFM 30 CFM 30 CFM 5500 CFM 30 CFM None 45 CFM 
I 
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5. Enclosure 
further evaluation. 
Configuration Concept - Two cOllcepts were selected for 
The first concept selected for the hand washing enclosure 
is the hemisphere dome with shallow cone base, due tCJ the following: 
a. High visual inspection of handwashing operation. 
b. Volume has been optimized (total volume is small, but ade-
quate for comfortable washing). 
c. All water used is directed towards hands and, therefore, 
minimum amount of water is used (negligible overspray). 
d. Since interior area is small and surface is smooth, cleaning 
is easily accomplished. 
e. Design provides for natural arm positioning. 
£. Water collection is performed efficiently with cone base 
and with water flow in direction of sump. 
g. Design provides access to interior of enclosure for utensil 
washing and disposing of waste fluid. 
The second concept selected is the standup cylinder configuration, 
due to the following: 
a. High visual inspection of handwashing operation. 
b. Elimination of sharp corne.l.'S provides for ease of cleaning. 
c. Design provides for natural arm positioningc 
d. Water collection is performed efficiently with cone base. 
e. Design provides for versatility in dispo ing waste fluids, 
washing utensils, and provides a facility for crewmen's hair washing . 
C. WATER LIMITING DEVICES 
1. Functional Requirement - The fixture design shall include the 
capability to limit the usage rate of water for a given wash cyel,,_ 
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2. Technical Design Requirements 
Crewmen: 7 
Usage frequency: 10 per day/crewman 
l'~?~ ... .' . '.;:?~ 
Assume "a>..imum total quantity of water required per wash: 227 grams" (.5 1bs) 
3. Water Limiting Device Concepts 
a. Flow Nozzle with Isolating Valve - Technique that utilizes a low flow rate nozzle that distributes water efficiently and is controlled by crewman action (foot control, knee control, forearm control, or hand control) through an isolating valve only when water is required. 
b. Skylab Handwasher Dispenser - Technique in which crewman inserts hands within enclosure and depresses water dispenser push button 
"/ith hand. 
c. Preloaded Water Tank with Isolation Valve - This technique involves pre loading a measured volume oi water into a bladder tank. The bladder tank is then pressurized and the water could be expelled upon demand through an isolating valve. This technique could utilize any of the activation concepts and flow nozzles described in one above. The design characteristics concerning water usage would be comparable with the other tecllniques. 
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4. Matrix Comparisons 
TABLE 111-3 Characteristic Comparisons 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
TECHNIQUE 
CHARACTERISTIC 
Water Usage - kg 
(Ifo/Day) 
Hand Free Capabi_ity 
Automatic Capability 
Pre-Wash Activity 
Enclosure and System 
Interface Volume 
Ope~ating Pressure 
N/m (psig) 
Maximum Water Usage 
Flow Rate m3/s x 10-5 
(gpm) 
Flow Pattern 
Theoretical Coverage 
at 20.3 cm (8 Inches) 
from Orifice in em 
(Inches) 
Cost 
Maintainability 
Reliability 
Training Requirements 
Overall Performance 
Sky1ab Experience 
,. ------. ----
FLOW 
NOZZLE! 
VALVE 
.44 (58.3) 
Yes 
Adaptable 
None 
Smallest 
137.8 x 103 
(20) 
Unlimited 
1.89 (.30) 
8.9 (3.5) 
Least 
Best 
Best 
Easy 
Best 
Yes 
SKYLAB 
DISPENSER 
.47 (61.6) 
No 
Modification to 
Existing Hdwre 
None 
Largest Within 
241.2 x 103 
(35) 
Unlimited 
2.02 (.32) 
Solid Stream 
Stream Diameter 
Most 
Intermediate 
Best 
Easy 
Intermediate 
Yes 
PRELOADED 
BLADDER 
TANK 
.44 (58.3) 
Yes 
Adaptable 
Load Tank 
Largest Within System 
137.8 x 103 - 275.7 x 103 
(20-30) 
Restricted to Tank 
Volume 
1.89 (.30) 
25 0 Cone 
8.9 (3.5) 
Intermediate 
Least 
Worst 
Worst 
Worst 
No 
111-13 
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5. Design Approach Selection - The flow nozzle with isolating valve 
is selected for the water limiting device due to the following: 
a. Allows the hands to be free for washing each other or 
utensils at all times. 
b. Permits the most efficient distribution of water from a 
spray angle and impact velocity standpoint in relation to a 95 percentile 
man's hand. 
c. Proven water lim~ting distribution concept based upon 
Skylab shower nozzle experience. 
d. Least impact on enclosure volume. 
e. Easily adaptable to an automatic system for washing either 
the hands or utensils. 
f. Least cost impact. 
D. WATER COLLECTION SUBSYSTEM 
1. Functional Requirements - The cleansing fi.<ture shall include 
the capability to remove the used wash/rinse water by purging the unit 
with air after each use. 
III-14 
2. Technical Desig~ Requirements 
o Cre,,,,,en: 7 
o Usage Tim€: 82 seconds including cleanup 
o Usage Frequency: 10 per day/crewman 
o Haximum Basin Area to Wash Hands: 30.5 em (12 in.) dia 
o Water Movement in Zero-g Attached to Surface: 10.1 m/sec 
(33 fps) 
NOTE: 12.19 m/sec (40 fps) will be utilized since 10.1 m/sec 
(33 fps) is a marginal value and a more realistic value 
is desired .. 
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o Assumed Blower Efficiency: 60% 
o Assume for Air Flows of < .30S m/sec (1 fps), no heat is 
required 
o Cabin Environment: 294.30 K (700 F) db 
o Assume LGS is Vortex type requiring 1.42 x 10-3 CMS (3 CFM) 
recirculating air to prevent liquid carryover 
3. Water Collection Subsystem Concepts 
a. Air Drag Technique - Utilization of air for complete removal 
of water from bastn by flowing 12.19 m/sec (40 fps) uniformly throughout 
basic cross-sectional area. 
b. Low Air Purge - Technique that requires removal of water 
manuelly by hand or scraper aids toward fixture outlet drain. The waste 
is carried tc the liquid gas separator by air flowing at 12.19 m/sec 
(40 fps) in the drain tubing to move the liquid in zero-g. 
c. Vacuum ~ickup - Technique that utilizes a flexible hose th~t 
can be maneuvered within the fixture enclosure similar to a vacuum pickup. 
The air flowing in the hose is sized for 21.4 m/sec (70 fps) so that in a 
one-"g" opi!!'ation, water can be picked up \.;rhen the hose is in a verticle 
position (negative l-"g"). A minimun'. suction pressure o~ .254 ineter (10 
inches) of water is required in addition to the 21.4 m/sec (70 fps) to 
pick up water in a negative I-" gil. 
d. Absorption by Sponge/Cloth - Technique in which water is 
absorbed in a material such as a sponge/cloth after a fixture usage. The 
sponge/cloth is then washed and dried in a combination washer/dryer Martin 
Marietta report, MCR-72-l09, Clothes and Dishwasher and Dryer Concept study, 
defines several concepts for a washer/dryer. 
e. Evaporation - Technique in which dry heated air flows through 
enclosure and absorbs the moisture. The air must then be reconditioned back 
to the cabin environment level either by refrigeration or by either absorp-
tion or an absorpdon technique. 
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4. M~trix Comparisons: 
TABLE llI-4 Power Cumporison 
H20 COLLECTION 
TECHNIQUE 
Air Drag 
Low Air Purge 
Vacuum Pickup 
"s ponge/C1oth Ab::.orb- , 
.... io;:1 
~'d"'Evapora tion 960 sec' 
(1 t- min) 
. 
*\.; asher /Dt"yer Penalty = 
I JOULES /DAY 
AIR I (WATT-HRS/DAY) EST. CMS BLOWER i HEATER TIME (CFM) POWER 1 POWER TOTAl. (SEC 
... -.-- -"" .• _-1--_ ....... _". '-- _ .. 4-· .~-- .-- '''' ---'-1---' --~~-I I 7" 8 8 .89 2.11 x 10. 1.65 x 10 l.d6 x 10 (1884) I (5858) (45625) (5148';) 45 
8.5 x 103 
(IS) 
I 
1.32 x 10- 2 . 
(2S) 
4.72 x 10- 2 
( 100) 
1.12 x 106 
1.21x105i 
f (33.6) 
4.70;105 
(130.6) 
1.12 x 
(3H) .. 
1.97 x 10 7 
.(5473) 
1.21 x 105 
(33.6) 38 
;4.7 x 105 38 
, (130.6) ! I . 
! 1.12 x 1061 38 
: (312*) I 
309 x 10 6 . 960 I 
! (S}84!,:;J._L .. ___ 1 
I joules/day (312 watts-hrs/day) 
'''''Coolin,; •. oil Penalty = 5584 jOllies/sec/day (18,612 BTU/hr-doy) '-----_._-_ .•. " .. _ ..... _._---_.-_._. __ •.... _--_._._- :....:......;...------...::..:...... .. - .... , .. - ......... I 
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TABLE 111-5 Component Comparison 
'mCHNIQUE r---: 
: I 
"T 
LOI, 
REQt:lKElJ 
COMPONENTS i I 
! , 
Liquid-Gas St~parator t 
, 
Blower f 
Air Contaminent Filterl 
Wa ter Pump 
, 
I,aste Bladder Tank 
Air Heater 
AIR' AIR 
Dl<AG I PURGE 
I X I X 
X I X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
. VACUUM 
PICKUP 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
AS SORPTION I EVA '.'ORA TIDN 
I 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Clothes Washer/Dryer 
Conling Coil __________ ~ __ ~ __ -L ____ L-____ ~ __ __ 
.. 
, " 
J_" , 
;\ 
~ 
.,' 
I 
I 
I 
I ~ 
~ 
TABLE 111-6 Characteristic Comparison 
~E . 
____ ... ___ .M ___ 
-- ~.~ ,-~-- .. _-._-
LOW 
AIR AIR VACUUM 
DRAG PURGE PICKUP ABSORPTION EVAPORATION 
I 1 Number of Components 3 1 1 5 4 
, 
I Cost 3 1 2 4 5 I 
I Maintainability 3 1 2 4 5 I 
I Reliability 3 1 2 4 5 I 
I 
4 
I 
Volume 3 1 1 5 
Weight J 1 1 4 5 I 
Power 4 1 2 3 5 
Training Requirements 1 3 2 3 /, 
! 
I Per formance 1 3 2 5 4 I Safety 1 1 1 2 2 I 
I Cleanup Time 4 1 1 1 5 I I S·pacecraft Penalties 3 1 , 2 4 5 
. 
CODE: 1 - best, 2 - second best, etc. 
s. Design Approach Selection - The low air lo'llrgt! and vacuum pickup 
techniques are selected to be carried into th~ system defjnition phase. 
This selection is based upon the fact that both techniques meet the func-
tional requirement, have the lowest pO\'Jer requirements, and the least number 
of components which directly effects the cost, maintainability, reliability, 
volume, weight and penalties characteristics. 
E. LIQUID-GAS SEPARATORS 
1. Functional Requirements - The cleansing fixture shall include 
the capability to separate gas from waste water in a weightless environ-
ment. The liquid will be pumped/routed to a container suitable for waste 
water storage in a null gravity. 
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2. Technical Design Requirements 
o Support the water collection subsystem 
o .0085-.0132 CMS (18-28 CFM) air 
o Maximum per usage of 3 grams of soap, lotv sudsing 
o 1.9 x 10-5 to 6.31 x 10-5 MPS (.3 to 1 gpm) .019 kg/sec to 
.063 kg/sec (2.5 #/min to 8.3 #/min) per usage 
o 98-100% efficiency required for free droplets of liquid in 
processed air stream 
o Compatible with wash waste contaminated with a mixture of 
hair, dirt, soap and water~ Also must be compatible with ~ 
variety of chemical waste products 
o Usage frequency, 7 crewmen, 10 usages per day at 900 seconds 
(15 minute) intervals 
3. Liquid-Gas Separator Concepts 
80 Centrifugal Separators - Ther,,! ;"lre t\vO !.;oncepts for a 
centrifugal liquid-gas separator design, a p8ddlc ,..;oheel c.oncept and a 
rotating bowl concepto A two-phase air-liq~id mixture is drawn into a 
stationary housing and due to the centrifugal force of a rotating paddle 
wheel or a rotating torus shaped bowl, the \v':;1tcr droplets are accelerated 
in an outward radial direction. The centrifugal forces c,;ontinuc to cause 
the water to travel along the housing or rotating drum until it reaches a 
gutter at maximum drum radius. A pitot tube c;onVC'i'ts the kinetic energy 
of the water into a pressure head. The design of ~ centrifugal separator 
can incorporate a pumping head to the tvater and act as a fan to move the 
air. The power required to operate a paddle wheel separator is substan-
tially higher than for a rotating bowl because of fluid friction. The 
dynamic seals and bearings fail due to cont~minants and liquid loading 
after short periods of operation~ Also, the paddle wheel pumr-ing capa-
bility is a function of liquid level, requiring a booster pump to empty 
the separator. A filter screen must be included over the pitot '_ubc tlJ 
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prevent clogging. Skylab experience has shmm that the pitot tube in the 
moving liquid creates turbulence and subsequently foaming in contaminated 
liquids such as soapy waste or urine. In addition, particulate and gummy 
contaminants tend to build up in small passages and reduce pumping capa-
bility. In order to reduce the foaming problem, the drum speed is reduced 
which takes a longer time to pump out liquid wastes (i.e., liquid waste 
cannot be removed at the same rate generated by the user). 
b. Vortex Separators - The basic operation of vortex separa-
tion involves tangential injection of a two-phase mixture, in this case 
gas/liquid, into a cylinder, causing a vortex motion. The vortex motion 
causes a centrifugal force field which causes the heavier phase (liquid) 
to move to the ()uter wall of the cylinder. The gas, or lighter phase, 
remains in the center of the cylinder and is drawn out from the center at 
one end of the cylinder. The heavier liquid follows the vortex flow on 
the outer wall and is moved to the opposite end of. the cylinder by a 
decreasing static pressure gradient. This pressure gradient is increased 
by placing a conical portion of the liquid ou.tlet end. The conical por-
tion causes an increasing vortex velocity gradient toward that outlet 
due to the decreasing area. Since the increase in velocity comes from 
available static pressure, and the decreasing static pressure gradient 
toward the liquid outlet end is pronounced. 
The total (static and dynamic) pressure, within the separator 
is highest at the two-phase inlet, remains high at the walls, and is low 
in the c<'nter along the separator lonf,itudinal axis. The lowest pressure 
is at the apex of the cone at the liquid outlet. The decreasing static 
pressure gradient at the walls can be made strong cnougll to push liquid 
out against a one gravity field (-lg). 
Gas flow in a vortex separator is three-dimensional and 
very complex. At every point within the sep.:Jrator, gas velocity can be 
resolved into three components: tangential, axial and radial. The tangen-
tial component is predominant throughout the entire separator except in 
the highly turbulent region in the center. The axial component is direct~d 
toward the liquid outlet at the walls, and toward the gas outlet in the 
ce~lter. This phenomenon directs separator design toward ensuring that all 
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liquid is centrifuged to the walls before it reaches the apex of the 
liquid outlet cone, or the axial component will carry the liquid out the 
g~s outlet. The radial velocity component is directed toward the center 
throughout mose of the separator, thus requiring that the design results 
in sufficient centrifugal force on the liquid at the walls to override 
the radial velocity component toward the center. Manipulation of these 
characteristics through proper design of the separator components ensures 
efficient operation within a given system. 
Vortex separators have no moving parts, do not depend On 
surfaces subject to plugging or contamination, and do not require expend-
ables. These factors enhance reliability and maintainability. Vortex 
separators of the type required for this effort have a pressure drop from 
the two-phase inlet to the gas outlet of approximately 5.08 to 10.16 cm 
(2 to 4 inches) of water. A separate blower is required to move the air 
through the system and a water pump is required to pump the waste water 
to a holding tank. A small percentage of air is necessary to be recycled 
back through the separator to prevent water carry-over into the air stream. 
c. ElbOl, Separator - The elbOl, separator is similar to the 
vortex separator in that a centrifugal field is set up as the air flows 
around the elbow, causing the water droplets to impinge on the outside 
wall. 
The water flo,"s through the porous wall due to capillarity 
and the reduced pressure behind the wall. Wicking is utilized to minimize 
air carry-over. Separation efficiency increases a~ th~ length of the porous 
wall is inc~eased and as the radius of tile bend is decreased. A separate 
air blower and fluid pump are required to move the gas and fluid through 
the system. The primary disadvantage to a wick is that the contamination 
in the fluid tends to clog and frequent mainterrance would be reqllired. 
d. Hydrophilic/Hydrophobic Separators - In the operation of a 
Hydrophilic/Hydrophobic Separator, a mixture of liquid and gas entering 
the unit is divided into separate liquid and gas streams leaving the unit. 
Single-surface and two-surface separators, eacl. having a number of possible 
configurations, can perfotTI this separation. In a single-surface unit, a 
membrane is provided which will pass either gas or liquid, depending On 
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whether it is hydrophobic or hydrophilic. The remaining constituent of 
the inlet mixture passes over the membrane and out of the separator as a 
pure stream. In a two-surface separator, both the liquid and gas constituents 
in the feed must respectively pass through hydrophilic and hydrophobic 
surfaces before leaving the separator. 
These concepts can meet the performance criteria only 
under closely controlled, ideal laboratory conditions. The hydrophilic 
screens are extremely sensitive to a solids clogging problem due to cor,-
tamination in the liquid, becoming inoperative in a few hours with ordinary 
distilled water, and in a few minutes with ordinary tap water. The hydro-
phobic screens are extremely sensitive to the surface tension of the liquid 
and Lecome wetted llfu~ediately on contact with water and soap solutions. 
This is true with all the currently acceptable cleansing agents. These 
concepts must utilize a separate blower and pump to move the gas and 
fluids. 
e. Hydrophilic Separator - The hydrophilic separator design 
is based on a pnrous screen used as the hydrophilic surface. As the pri-
mary element in the separation process, a screen of Dutch twill weave 
304L stainless .teel with an absolute micron rating of 15 to 18 (250 x 
1370 mesh) is utiliz<'d. When wetted, the screen becomes hydrophilic, thus 
creating a stable gas/liquid interface. A hydrophilic screen will pass 
liquid and reject gas if the screen is entirely wetted and thl~ pressure 
differential across it joes not exceed a figure characteristic of the 
individual screen (the "bubble point"). If the pressure differential 
exceeds the bubble point, the screen will pass gas along with the liquid. 
The total system consists of a cone assembly, air reduction 
valve, venturi, blower, and supply and storage tanks. The liquid outlet 
line is connected to the storage tank with its exist at the height of the 
top of the separator cone. 
With the blower in operation, air flow from the two-phase 
inlet through the separator assembly, valve, venturi, and blower is 
established. When water is introduced at the two-phase inlet, it becomes 
entrained in the moving air and is transported through four flow fingers, 
where the two-phase mixture emerges with a velocity tangential to the 
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base-cone side. Thus the flow is directed at the hydrophilic screen where 
water droplets impinge on and are conducted through the screen. As the 
screen reflects the flow, a circular flow pattern around the cone is 
forn:ed. Since the air exit is at the top of the cone, a conical spiral 
flow ~p the cone is also established. As the flow proceeds us the cone, 
impinging water is removed by the screen so the exit air is free of water. 
As the air passes through the cone apex outlet and the venturi, a negative 
pressure is created at the throat of the venturi, providing suction at the 
liquid storage tank. This negative pressure is also felt on the liquid 
side of the screen and, with essentially atmospheric pressure on the two-
phase side of the screen, provides the ~P necessary for liquid flow. 
This separator is sensitive to contamination in the fluid 
as the screen becomes readily clogged with solids. In addition, the 
screen hydrophilic characteristic changes when a soap mixture comes into 
cont·1ct. The screen demonstrates a hydrophobic characteristic. 
f. Porous Plate Separators - The porous plate separator is 
composed of parallel metal frame with sintered porous metal plates 
fastened to frames. The air stream enters the top of the unit and is 
deflected by a series of baffle plates in a manner to throw the aerosol,; 
to the sintered plate during each reversal o[ direction of the air streanL~ 
The low pressure on the liquid side of the sintered plate" 
is created by a solenoid driven, oscillating, two stage, bellows pump. 
This pump is to remove the water migrating through the plates, 
ing flow rate, while maintaining a constant suction prt.:~ssurc. 
at a vary-
The unit is designed such that the. sintered plates must be 
thoroughly saturated with water before initial start-up. If the sintered 
metal is pre-saturated and all air is also removed from the 'vater pass.:.lgl'.s, 
capillary action will prevent ai.r br.eakthrough in the pores of the sintcred 
metal. The filled water passages will maintaill this saturated condition by 
capillary action. These plates llav~ an average pore size of two microns, .:l 
porosity of twenty-seven percent, an air breakthrough of 8.42 x 104 N/m2 
(t"dve and two tenths psi) differential "hcn satur"ted and pass 18.6 x 104 
milliliters per square meter per se~ (5.3 x 10-4 gallons of water per square 
inch per minue) at a differential pressure of 6.9 x 103 N/m 2 (une psi). 
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Ano ther version of t he porous plate separator utilizes 
fmpingement chevrons. These chevrons are constructed of 50 . 8 x 50 . 8 
(20 x 20) stainl ess steel screen. The screen is cut on a 45° angle so 
that almost all strands terminated at t he sintered plat es. This is to 
insure t hat any aerosol impinging on t he screen would f l ow to the 
sintered plate i n an unbroken pat t ern when subjec t ed t o the velocity 
of the air stream. Each chevron is composed of 5 l ayers of screen with 
air gaps between these l ayers. Four chevrons i n ser i es are placed 
between each pair of adjacent s i ntered platas. 
Theee separators are easily clogged due to contaminents 
in the flu i d. A separate bl ower and pump are required to move the liquid 
and gas 5 tream.s. 
4) Matrix Comparison 
TABLE IIl-7 Comparison of Separator Characteristics 
CONCEPT CENTRIFUGAL HYDROPHILIC/ POROUS 
SSP SKYLAB ELBOW/ HYDROPHOBI C PLATE ~CHARACTERISTIC PROGRAM PROGRAM VORTEX WICK COMB PHILIC BAFFLE CHEVRON 
Air Flow CMS x 10-4 9. 44 70 . 8 944 520 67 47 . 2 47.2 1420 (CFM) (15) (2) (200) (110) (14) (10) (100) (300) 
LIquid Flow ltg/sec .2 .045 . 063 .04 . 025 . 063 . 0003 .0003 (II /min) (5.3) (5 . 94) (8 . 34 ) (5.3) .3. 33) (8.34) ( . 036) ( . 036) 
. 
,;: fficiency (%) 98 98 99 99 99 60 81. 5 
Compatible with Yes Yes Yes No No No No No Contaminants 
........ . 
Maintainability 3 2 1 4 5 5 6 6 
Development Status Lab Skylab KC - 135 Skylab Lab Lab Lab Lab 
Air Flow Pressure 10 . 16 325 10 . 16 1. 27 2. 8 Drop em H2O (4) (128) (4) (.5) (1.1) (in. H2O) 
Blower Pump Yes Yes No No No No No No Incorp. 
Liquid Discharge Yes No Yes Yes No No No No 
= Intake 
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5. Design Approach Selection - The rotating bowl centrifugal 
separator and the vortex separator concept~ are selected to be carried 
into the system definition phase. This selection is based upon their 
development status. The vortex is selected due to having no moving parts, 
not depending on surfaces subject to plugging or contamination, and not 
requiring expendables. The rotating bowl centrifugal concept is attracti~e 
due to having the water pump and blower being an integral part of the 
concept. In addition~ this unit was flown on the Skylab. All other 
concepts are rejecl.ed primarily due to relative dependance on surfaces 
subject to plugging and contamination. This lowers the reliability and 
increases the maintenance activity. The paddle wheel centrifugal was 
rejected due to a higher power requirement, seal and bearing failures, 
and a requirement for a separate pump to empty the bowl. 
The primary tradeoff in the system definition phase between 
the vortex and centrifugal separators will focus on the power and weight 
requirements for a separator Versus the power and weight required for the 
operation of the centrifugal separator which incorporates the blower and 
pumping action. Other areas of investigation wft1 include the pumping 
time of the centrifugal separator to determine if it can pump at a rate 
to meet the crewman usage requirements and maintainability requircments. 
F. CLEANSING FIXTURE CONCEPTS 
The above subsystem concepLs can be [orr.IIlLltt;'cl in a number of 
combinations to make up a preliminary fixture system COl1(;CPt. Five stich 
system concepts were formulated and are describvd in tlll~ follO\\'ing paragraphs: 
1. Cleansing Fixture Concept Number One 
a. System Description 
Cabinet and Enclosure - The cabi.net that hOllses till' com-
ponents is mounted in a standard Spacelab r3(;k strllcture. The overall 
dimensions are 50.76 em (22.52") wLde by 67.44 em (29.92") deep by 
157.1 cm (69.7") high. The enclosure is a 27.05 cm (12") diameter poly-
carbonate hemispherical dome that is hinged anu sealed to the cabinet. 
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The basin is a thirteen and a half centimeter (six i" .. hes) deep cone that 
reduces co 2.54 centimeter (one inch) diameter outlet at the apex. Two 
arm entrance holes with center lines located 1100 apart permit entry of 
the hands. These openings are covered with an elastomer cover, slitted 
for hand and process air entrance. Interfacing with the enclosure is the 
water distribution nozzle, the soap dispensing nozzle and the disinfectant 
nozzles (3). The inside of the enclosure and basin contain smooth corners 
to prevent bacteria growth. 
Water Distribution Subsystem - The Orbiter/Spacelab supplies 
potable water to the interface through a positive isolation disconnect 
(PID). This disconnect has poppet valves in each half that allows the 
cleansing fixture to be pressurized with water and mated to a pressurized 
potable water system thus preventing a separate purge and fill cycle 
onboard the spacecr3ft. Potable water fills the two and three tenths 
kilogram (five pound) holding tank and heated by a direct immersion heater 
to 320.40 K (1170 F) in 7200 seconds (2.0 hours). A solenoid valve, actuated 
when a foot pedal is depressed, manually allows water to flow to the 
nozzle through an ion exchange resin bed for a specified time as desired 
by each crewman. The ion exchange resin bed prevents microbiological 
back contamination of the potable water system. The water distribution 
system contains an orifice to maintain the potable water system pressure 
at 1.38 x 105 N/m2 (20 psig) at the nozzle interface. This allows a 
controlled flow rat~ through the nozzle at 1.58 x 10-5 eMS (.25 gpm). 
Soap and Disinfectant Distribution Subsystems - Nitrogen 
gas is utilized as a pressurant to expel soap and disinfectant from their 
bladder tanks to the nozzles in the cleansing fixture er.::::lo~ure. The 
nitrogen subsystem contains a pressure re~;Jlator and isolation valves so 
that the same nitrogen source can be utilized for the waste water bladder 
tank. The soap storage bladder tank contains sufficient liquid soap (6300 
grams) for the entire mission. A foot operated switch activates a solenoid 
valve that controls soap flow from the bladder tank into the cleansing 
enclosure. 
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Water Collection Subsystem - The blower draws 5.64 x 10-3 CMS (12 cfm) of air through the 2.54 em (1 inch) drain outlet (10.1 m/sec (33 fps) flow necessary to move water in zero-g). The air/water mixture exits the enclosure and enters a vortex liquid-gas separator (LGS). Waste water is collected in a sump in the I£;S and return air (free of water dro~'­lets) is routed to the axial vane bIOI-IeI'. rl small quantity of air 14.16 x 10-4 CMS ( < 3 CFM) is drawn from the pressure side of the blower and injected Lnto the LGS to prevent liquid carry-over into the air stream. The bulk of the air from the LGS outlet is passed through bacteria and charcoal filters for revitilization before being dumped into the cabin • Air is drawn into the cleansing enclosure around the cuffs which allows the hands to be placed inside. This prevents water from escaping to the cabin atmosphere. 
Waste Water Subsystem - Liquid level sensors in the LGS sump provide an actuation si',na! to the water pump when the LGS sump becomes full. The gear pump operates for a fixed tUne period (electronic-ally controlled) to empty the sump and prevent pumping air into the waste water system. The waste water flows through a maintainable filter which can be removed and cleaned periodically without having to evacuate the water from the system lines. Positive isolation disconnects are provided on both sides of the pump to allow its removal and replacement (or repair) inflight without draining the system. The waste water is stored in a bladder tank which can be cVdcuated periodical'y as water usage rates require. The water is dumped by closing the isolation valve just ahead of the soap storage tank and opening the valve at the waste water tank gas inlet. Ni.trogen pressurizes the bladder and ~xpels the water past the isolation valve (closed on the water pump side) to the waste water interface with the Orbiter/Spacelah. 
Drying Techniqu", - The low air flow utilized to conserve system power necessitates drying the hands with a towel. 
b. Electrical Suhsystem - This design requires two different power sources 28 VDC (maximum load 100 watts) and 115 VAC, l~, 400 Hz (maximum load 18 watts). With the circuit breakers of both sources closed and the main pm.:er switch in the Ironll position, the water heat is energized and requires 7200 .econds (2 hours) to raise the 2.27 kilograms (5 pounds) 
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of water from 286 0 K (SSoF) (minimum) to the design wash water temperature 
of 320.40 K (117°F). When the hot water heater is energized, an indicat-
ing light on the operator's panel illuminates. Wnen the water has 
reached 320.40 K (1l70 r), another indicating light on the operator's 
panel illuminates to signify that the cleansing unit- is ready to use. 
For a normal handwash operation, the automatic mode will 
generally be used. For other special washing requirements the manual 
mode r.an be selected. 
For the automatic mode, the sequence mode switch is turned 
to the "auto" position. At once, the 115 VAG blower starts and runs 
throughout the cycle and an indicating light on the operator's console 
illuminates. At the same time, the water solenoid is energized for 4 
seconds to allow the user to pre-wet his hands. Then the soap solenoid 
is actuated for a 4-second interval to spray soap on the user's hands. 
During the next 20 seconds, the user washes his hands while the blower 
continues to operate. Next, the water solenoid is energized for 10 
seconds to spray rinse water into the fixture. Next the user has 30 
seconds to clean the fixture with his hands before drying with towels. 
The blower continues to operate for 20 seconds to purge the system and 
the automatic cycle is completed. 
For the manual mode, the sequence mode switch is turned to 
the "nanual" position. Regardless of the temperature of the water, the 
manual operation of the equipment can be accomplished by the proper switch 
position. The blower still operates at all times the sequence mode switch 
is on the manual position and the blower indicating light is illuminated. 
Th. water pump can be activated at any time and runs for the predetermined 
time of 11 seconds. This switch is a spring-return switch that always 
returns to the automatic position. The level sensor on the pump is energized 
in the manual mode. Water and soap are dispensed at will in the manual mode 
bOT use of the foot switches. Disinfectant can be sprayed in the wash basin 
by turning the disinfectant switch to the manual mode. The disinfectant must 
be turned "off" when enough has been sprayed into the bowl. The manual mode 
continues until the sequence mode switch is placed in the "off" position. 
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In either the at:tomatic or manual mode, the water heater 
continues to function as an independent unit to maintain the water temper-
ature at 320.4°K (117°F). 
2. Cleansing Fixture Concept Number ~ 
a. System Description - The cabinet and enclosure is essentially 
the same as for Concept Number 1 with the exception of component/subsystems 
differences as follows: 
1) The ','.quid soap dispensing system is replaced with bar 
soap. 
2) The vortex liquid-gas separator is replaced with a centri-
fugal liquid-gas separator (LGS). Since the centrifugal LGS has an integral 
pump system, the water pump, maintainable filter and one PID are eliminated. 
In addition, the air injection line to the vortex LGS is not required. 
3) Nitrogen system eliminates soap isolation valve. 
b. Electrical Subsystem - This design is basically the same as 
Concept Number 1 except that a 28 VDC source for the cenLrifugal separator 
(has integral pump) is used instead of the 200 VAC pump that operates in 
conjunction with the liquid-gas separator. Since there is only one require-
ment for AC power (Blower) and it can be obtained at 115 VAC, that is 
substituted for the 200 VAC power shOlm in Concept 1. 
Power requirements are 115 volts, 1 !tl,400 Hz (16 watts) and 
28 VDC (87 wa, ,), The only operating difference in Concept 1 and Concept 
2 is that the 28 VDl; centrifugal separator in Concept 2 operates continliolisLy 
throughout the cycle instead of from a timer. 
3, Cleansing Fixture Concept Number Three 
a. System Description - Concept J is essentially the same sys-
tem as Concept 1 except as follows: 
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1) Enclosure Design - The enclosure for Concept 3 is a 
standup cylinder, 27.05 cm (12 inches) in diameter, with a hinged door 
containing two covered hand access holes. The door allows a crewman to 
insert his head for hair washing. The basin allows a vacuum pickup head 
to be mounted at the apex of the cone for a continuous water collection. 
2) Water Distribution - The water distribution is the same 
as Concept 1 except that the distribution nozzle io a hand held, thumb 
operated on-off valve. The water on-off valve is a solenoid that has a 
manual override capability for manual operation. A flexible line allows 
maneuverability within the enclosure. 
3) Water Collection System - The water collection system 
consists of a vacuum pickup collection head on the end of a flexible base. 
The blower is sized at 1.9 x 10-2 SCMS (40 SCFM) and 31.6 cm (14 inches) 
of static pressure. 
b~ Electrical Subsystem" Concept No.3 is exactly the same as 
Concept No. 1 except that the excess water after the wash ... operation is 
vacuumed from the bowl. This requires a larger blOl,er which is 200 VAC. 
The power requirements are 200 VAC, 3~, 400 Hz (255 "atts) and 28 VDC (57 
watts). 
40 Cleansing Fixture Concept Number Four 
a. System Description ~ Concept 4 is the same as Concept 3 
wi th the following exceptions: 
1) The liquid soap dispensing system is replaced with bar 
soap. 
2) The vortex LGS is replaced with a centrifugal LGS. Since 
the centrifugal LGS has an integral pump system, the water pump, maintain-
able filter and one PID are eliminated. In addition, the air injection 
line to the vortex LGS is not required. 
3) Nitrogen system eliminates the soap isolation valvca 
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b. Electrical Subsystem - This design is exactly the same as 
Concept 2 except that the larger 200 VAC blower is provided for vacuum 
cleaning the fixture at the end of the rinse operdtion. The power require-
ments are 200 VAC, 3 III , 400 Hz (195 watts) and 28 vac (87 watts). 
5. Clcansi~g Fixture Concept Number Five 
a. System Description - Concept 5 is the same as Concept 1 
except dr"ing of the hands is accomplished by a hot air dry. This requires 
a larger blower capacity approximately 4.25 x 10-2 CMS (90 CFM) than for 
Concept 1. A bleed inlet allows 4.72 x 10-3 SCMS (10 SCFM) of relative 
dry cabin air to enter the system to maintain the recirculating air at a 
lower humidity "han saturation. This allows the hands to be dried at a 
faster rate. 
b. Electrical Subsystem - This design is similar to Concept 
Number 1. The blower wattage is larger than for Concept Number 1 but 
smaller than Con~ept 3. It must be capable of moving 4.25 x 10- 2 CMS 
(90 CFM) of warm air into the bowl for hand drying, but it does not pro-
vide capability for vacuum cleaning of Lhe bowl. Also, this conc.ept 
incorporates a 2b VDC heater in the air duct tv the bowl to heat the air 
temperature to 325.3 0 K (125°F) for hand drying. The power requirements 
ore 200 VAC, 3 III , 400 Hz (195 watts) and 28 VDC (1550 watts). 
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6. Matrix Comparison 
TABLE 111-8 IMPACT SUMMARY (PRELIMINARY TRADEOFF ANALYSIS) 
~ 1 2 3 4 5 PARAMETER r .. 
I .~.' ITota 1 wa te r lIsa.ge 
per day in kil 0-
grams/day 
(pnllilds/day) 15.5 (31".1) 15.5 (34. 1) 15.5 (34. 1) 15.5 (34. 1) 15.5 (34.1) (7 crew persons 
@ III usages per 
day) 
Blower s ta t ic 
pressure 
- in em 3.81 { 1.5) 3.81 (1. 5) 35.56 ( 14) 35.56 (14) 8.89 0.5) \l f \\la te r (inches cor water) 
B lll\.]€, r v(,l UniC STAX-3-FC VAX-3-FC [low 1'3. te in 
7.08 (15 ) 7.08 ( 1 5) 18.9 (40) 18.9 (40) 49.6 (lOS) cubLc meters per 
secnnci x 10- 3 
(cubic fee t per HOTlWN ROTRON TR\~ TRW TR\~ !llinlJ tc) I\XUtAX I AX Ir!AX 1 19A922 19A922 19A 7 51 
13 teed nir in 
cubic mctcr~ per 
RecllrH! 10- 3 7.08 ( 15 ) 7.08 ( 15) 18.9 (40) 18.9 (40) 4.72 ( 10) (cubic.: f-= e t per 
minule) 
Tn ta I b 1 (lH<..~ r 
17 17 195 195 P ('WC r ( i 11 wa t ts) 135 
B 1 (IWt:r l'n lime 
per npC'ra t i I'll 88 88 88 88 I 18 ( ill ~e('(ll1ds) 
Ttl ta 1 b 1 \l\.<,'C r \)11 
t lmc pc r day in 615() ( 1 . 7 I) 6156 (1.71) 6156 (1.71) 6156 (1.71) 824!f (2.29) sec\,nds (hours) 
H lowe r energy 
re qu i remen t 5 in 
1 • OS (29. I) 1.05 (29.1) 12 (333.7) 12 (333.7) 1 I (309.8) j(lules/day x 105 (I<att-hrs/day) 
To ta 1 hea te r 
lotoler (in watt.,) 50 50 50 50 SO 
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TABLE III~8 IMPACT SUMMARY (PRELIMINARY TRADEOFF ANALYSIS) (Cont'd) 
~ I 2 3 4 5 PARAMF.TER I ~-_ 
Wa ter hea ter 
energy require-
ments in joules/ 2.27 (629.3) 2.27 (629.3) 2.27 (629.3) 2.27 (629.3) 2.27 (6L9,'3) day x 106 
(wa tt-hr/day) 
Total \.,ra te r pump 60 60 I 60 (in watts) -- --power 
Total centrifu~a 1 I LGS power ( in 
-- 3D 
--
I 30 
--wa t ts) 
Water pump energy 
requirement tn 4 , 5.76 (16) 
-- 5.76 (16) 
-- 5.76 ( 16) joules/day x 10 
I 
(watt-In/day) 
, 
f 
Cen tr ifuga I LGS I 
require- , I energy ment in Joules/ -- 2.81 (78.2) 
-- 2.SI ( IS. 2) I --day x 10 i (watt-In/day) 
I Tota 1 pump ing 
I I time per day in 980 (16.3) 9380 (156.3) 980 ( 16.3) 9:l80 (156.'3) q,sO ( 1('.3) seconds (minutes) I I \ i Free moisture in , I cubic meters , i x 2.36 (14) 2.36 (14) 2.3(, ( I!. ) I 2.36 (14 ) ! 10-4 (c uh lC --inches) ! 
Towel latent I I I pena 1 ty in I joules/day x LOS 5.4 (510) 5.4 (510) 5.4 (510 ') .4 ('i10) I --(BTU/day) 
I 
I Tota I air Ilea te r 
-- I I.sOO -- -- --power (in tvatts) 
, 
Tota I lISCl';C time 
of air heater in 
-- --
--
-- :'Ion en seconds (minllte's) 
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TABLE IlI-8 IMPACT SUMMARY (PRELIMINARY TRADEOFF ANALYSIS) (Cent' d) 
h 1 2 3 4 5 PARANETER 
-
Air heater 
energy require-
ments in joules/ -- -- -- -- 3.15 (875) 
day x 106 (watt-
hr/day) 
Cabin air into 
cleansing fix-
ture OK dB 300.9 (81 ) 100.9 (81) 300.9 (81 ) 300.9 ( 81) 300.9 (81 ) 
(oF dB) 
Humidity ( in 70 70 70 70 70 percent) 
Air entering 
basin outlet 302.6 (85) 302.6 (85) 302.6 (85) 302.6 (85) 302.6 (85) 
in OK dB (oF dB) 
Air leaving 
blower from fix- 299.8 (79.9) 299.8 (79.9) 30 1.47 (82.9) 30l.1,7 (82.9) 299.86 (80) ture in OK dB 
(oF dB) 
Naximum sensible 
load in ~nllle~1 
day x 10 (BTU/ 7.51 (711.5) 7.~1 (711.5) 233 (2203.2) 233 (2203.2) 7.21 (683.1) 
day) 
Naximllm la ten t 
load in jOliles/ 1. 73 (164) 1.70 (1.64) 4.62 (I'l7.1) 4.62 (!,37.1) 1.56 (1 1,7.9) day x 105 (BTU/ ! , 
day) i 
.-
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70 Cleansing Fixture Concept Selection - Cleansing fixture concept 
nutaber one is selected as the optimum based upon comparative tradeoff 
analysis. This concept utilizes a low air purge and requires the crewman 
to assist in cleanup after usage. This concept has the least impact on 
the spacecraft systems and incorporates proven spacecraft subsystemso 
The automatic mode of operation for the fixture is possible and 
has been incorporated in the concept, however, the efficiency of utilizing 
the fixture in this mode is questionableo The first detriment to automatic 
mode of operation is the length of time required to accomplish a task. For 
each step function, the timing sequence must be set for the maximum t~e so 
that all crewmen could accomplish their task completely. This requires the 
maximum power and impact on the spacecraft. If individual time sequences 
were programmed into the electrical circuitry for each subtask (ioe., 
rinsing), the operation of the fixture would be complicated for the crew-
man as well as having more hardware adding to weight, power and reliability. 
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IV. TASK TWO - FEASIBILITY TESTING 
A. TASK OBJECTIVE 
The objective of Task Two was to conduct preliminary laboratory 
tests to determine the feasibility of a potential concept. This involved 
developing test requirements, configuring and performing the feasibility 
testing, and evaluating the test data. Feasibility testing was perform~J 
to establish design criteria to be considered for future design parameters 
of the utensil/hand cleansing fixture. 
B. TEST SET-UP 
1. Test Fixture - A schematic of the test f~xture is shown in 
Figure IV-I. Two hand holes with c0verings are provided at the front 
of the enclosure. Testing results from a mockup indicated that the natural 
angle formed between a man's arms (from his elbow to the fingers) when 
Simulating handwashing is 1.92 radians (1100). The hand holes are placed 
so that this 2ngle is obtained. Figures IV-2 and IV-3 show the test fix-
ture set-up. Water was obtained from the laboratory faucet. A globe 
valve set the pressure of the water delivered to the fixture and a pres-
sure gage monitored this value. When the water foot switch was activated, 
the water solenoid valve would open thus allowing water flow. Soap was 
stored in a calibrated burette and was delivered by gravity pressure to 
the soap nozzle when the soap solenoid valve would open by activation of 
the soap foot switch. A .007 CMS (15.58 CFM) air flow was provided by a 
blower to aid movement of water from within the enclosure down to the 
Liquid-Gas Separator. At this point, the air portion of the fluid-air 
mixture is returned to the lab ambient and the fluid was collected in a 
calibrated beak~r. 
During the testing, several minor changes to the fixture set-up 
were recognized, either due to system leakage of water or trying to minimize 
free water standing in the system. Also, changes were made to the: fixture 
to prepare it for water balance test. The changes are summarized as fol-
lows: 
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o Wet and dry bulb thermometers were placed in the hose con-
necting the Liquid Gas Separator and the blower so that the 
change in grains per pound of ~ry air for the air leaving 
the LGS could be determined. 
o Permanent hand hole coverings were placed on the fixture to 
preve~t water leakage. 
o A smooth inside hose was installed between the basin drain 
and the LGS so that water would not be trapped as before in 
the convolutions in the hose. This obtained a closer output 
yield to the input for the water balance tests. 
Table IV-l is the equipment utilized during Lhe testIng. 
Table IV-l Test Equipment Hardware 
Vendor/ 
Component Part No. Specification 
Test Fixture MMC Fab. See Figure II-I 
C1.0wer Rotron CHE-4 nCFM @ 56" H 0 
Solenoid Valves Peter Paul Co. 120 VAC, 60 cycle 
No. 320SDGVS 60 psi 2 way, N.C. 
Nozzle Bete W50S0 Hollow, .20 gpn€! 
20 psig 
-Control Switch M' ,:,aster-Carr 115 VAC, 7 amps 
No. 7376Kl 
Vortex LGS MMC70-9S784-. 0-40 CFM Air, 0-26 Pm H 0 
Beaker/Burette Lab Equipment 0-600 ML/0-25 ML 
Pressure Gage Hoke 0-300 si 
Hand Valves _ Lab Equip 
Thermometers Lab Equip 0-22"F 20 F _lOvC to 55vc 
Stop Watch tab Equip 
Hemisphere Dome ~!MC Fab. Plexiglass 12" Dia. 
Truncated Cone MMC Fab. Plexiglass 6",,12" Dia. 
Tm.Jel Lab Equip 18'x24' Cotton Cloth & 
lO'\;" x 14-' Paper 
Ainneter Anemostate Model Air Velocities to sgoo FPl'1 
60 anemothenn temperatures to 225 F 
static presbures to 
8.0" H 0 
U-Tube Lab Equip 0-20 inches water 
Weight Scale Lab Equip 0-50 grams .1 gram 
Sling Psychrometer Bacharach 30 to 1l0vF• 
12-200': 
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2. Microbial Burden and Disinfection Studies Material Preparation 
a. Cotton Swabs - Score cotton swabs 2 to 3 cm above the swab 
and place in test tubes with caps. Autoclave at 1.38 x 105 N/m2 (20 psi) 
for 900 seconds (15 minutes) to sterilize. 
b. Sample and dilution tubes containing 10 ml and 9 ml of 
phosphate buffered saline respectively. Autoclave at 1.38 x 105 N/m2 (20 
psi) for 900 seconds (15 minutes) to sterilizE. 
c. Solidified nutrient medium for microorganisms. 
1) Prepare Trypticase Soy Agar (TSA). TSA is a general 
purpose solid medium supporting the growth of a wide variety of micro-
organisms. Weigh out 30 g of concentrate and add to 750 m1 of distilled 
water. Cap with a cheesecloth covered cotton plug and autoclave 1.38 x 
105 N/m2 (20 psi) for 900 seconds (15 minutes) to sterilize. 
2) Prepare Petrip1ates containing TSA. After sterilization, 
place the flasks of TSA in a hot air oven at 45 0 C to temper (i.e., cool to 
a point just above solidification). When tempered, using aseptic technique 
in a clean area, manually pour about 25 ml of molten TSA into each Petri 
plate. Allow to solidify and cool before storage. 
d. Disinfection Solutions 
1) Olive Leaf Solution - Based on an average use of 1 part 
of 20% olive leaf to 90 parts of water. 
2) Wescodyne Solution - A gener31 cleaning and disinfecting 
solution is prepared by adding .085 kg (3 02) of \o/escodyne to .019 m3 (5 
gallons) of water. The solution prepared for these tests is the same con-
centration (4.7 ml of Wescodyne/1iter). 
3) Sodium Meta-bisulfite - The solution was prepared by dis-
solving 1.0 g of the salt in a liter of distilled water. 
e. Stainless Steel Coupons Seeded with Escherichia coli Strain 
Seattle - Three stainless steel coupons 51.6 cmZ (eight inches square) were 
marked with six 51.6 cm2 (4 sq inch) areas (Figure IV-4). The plates were 
individually wrapped and sterilized by autoclaving. Seeding the surface was 
accomplished by spraying all three plates with 6.5 ml of a two day old culture 
of the bacteria. 
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3. Waste Chemical Fluid Disposal and Control of Evolved Gases - Since 
some of the waste fluids are toxic, their transfer to the cleansing fixture 
shall be in a sealed container. This sealed container shall be designed to 
allow manual fluid transfer ana have a pouring goose-neck nozzle that can 
interface with the fixture's waste collection inlet drain. This would allow 
the waste fluid to be transferred directly into the waste collection system 
by the air drag. If the liquid was poured openly into the enclosure, a small 
portion may have to be moved manually with a crewman I s hands or other special 
hand tool toward the drain. This may not be compatible with the crewman1s 
health. 
The following list of liquid chemicals are generally utilized 
in a lite sciences laboratory and ~re used to size the charcoal filter 
that will be utilized to remove contaminants or objectional odors from the 
process air prior to its return to the cabin enviro~entQ 
Acetic acid CZH40Z 
Acetone C3H6 
Benzene C6H6 
Carbon disulfide CSZ 
Carbon tetrachloriae CC14 
Chloroform CHC13 
Cyclohexanal C6H1ZO 
Cyclopentane C5HlO 
Dioxane C4HSOZ 
Ethyl acetate C4HsOZ 
Ethyl alcohol CZH60 
Methylene chloride CH2C12 
Methyl n-propyl ketone C5HlOO 
Trichlorothylene C3HC1 3 
To conduct the test, 20 ml of the material was dumped into the 
bottom of the fixture with the blower on at 26.5 m3/sec (15.5S CFM). The 
time was recorded from the dump until the last drop fell into the graduated 
cylinder at the bottom of the sump. 
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C. TEST DATA 
Testing consisted of establishing water usage criteria, soap usage 
criteria, timeline data and other quantitative criteria (wat2r lost to 
ambient, water left in system, water transferred to towel, water nozzle 
flow rate, man-machine interaction) during a utensil cleansing, hand-
washing, shaving, teeth brushing, mouth rinsi.ng, apparel washing and a 
"sponge-bath" type body wash. Also microbial burden and disinfectio-. 
studies and chemical fluid dumping were conducted which consisted of 
determining what microbial burden is generated in the fixture by short 
term use and determining the effectiveness of selected disinfectants in 
reducing the microbial burden. The data obtained from the testing is 
summarized below. 
1. Water Nozzle Flow Rate - The purpose of thes~ preliminary tests 
was to determine spray pattern/hand interface comfort factors and flOW 
rates for a 137.9 x 103 N/m2 (20 psig) pressure head. The following is 
a summary of the tests: 
FLOW 
RATE PRESS. 
SPRAY m3/s x 10-5 N/m2 x 103 
NOZZLE PATTERN (g!-m) U'sig) RINSE/COMFORT FAC70RS 
SS 40015 Flat .650 (.103) 137.9 (20) Poor - Soft Spray SS 4001 Flat .404 (.064) 13 7.9 (20) Poor - Underdeveloped Spray SS 4002 Flat .801 (.127) 137.9 (20) Good - Soft Spray SS 4002 (Mod. ) Flat .820 ( .130) 137.9 (20) Poor - Soft, Underdeveloped SS 4004 Flat 1. 748 (.277) 137.9 (20) Good - No Sting SS 4006 Flat 2,1,99 (.396) 137.9 (20) Good Tickling Sensation SS 4015 Flat 5.616 (.890) 137.9 (20) Good - Course Feeling SS 4020 Flat 7.320(1.16) 137.9 (20) Good - Very Course D .20/400 Hollow .801 (.127) 137.9 (20) Poor - Soft Spray Cone 
D .10/40 0 Hollow .404 (.064) 137.9 (20) Poor - Soft Spray Cone 
D 35040 Flat/ 1.401 (.222) 137.9 (20) Good - Very Course Angle 
B-W5080H Hollow 1.578 (.250) 13 7.9 (20) Good 
- Soft Spray Cone 
S5 - Spr;j~·i..II~' Systems, Inr.; D - Delevan; H - Rete 
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The objective of the fixture is to perform the tasks desired 
with minimum water usage and maximum comfort. The two nozzles that achieve 
a good rinse and soft spray are SS 4002 and B-W5080H. These two nozzles 
were further evaluated in respect to wetting and the B-W5080H Has found to 
be op:.imum from a water usage and comfort for wetting. The nozzle B-W5(~OH 
wr.s selected for use and further flow rate testing was performed. The 
nozzle then was found to have a flow rate of 11 ml/aec (.17 gpm) at 10.34 
x 104 N/m2 (15 psig) and 12.5 ml/sec (.20 gpm) at 13.8 x 104 N/m2 (20 psig). 
2. Water Balance - Test for water balance for both 10.34 x 104 
N/m2 and 13.8 x 104 N/m2 (15 psig and 20 psig) were conducted. Preliminary 
testing showed that the average wet time was 4 sec and the average rinse 
time was 10 sec, thus making a total time the watp~ is on of 14 secs. For 
both water pressure conditions. the system was purged with water for 14 
'ec when it was completely dry. Wet and dry bulb readings were taken of 
the system air and ambient air and the water output was measur'"d. The 
system was again purged with water for 14 sec immediately following the 
above test and the same data readings were taken. The system was again 
purged with water but this time with a mdn rinSing his hands for the 14 
sec and then cleansing the enclosure and drying his hands on the towel. 
Again wet and dry bulb readings were taken and the water output was 
measured, as well as moisture transferred to the towel. 
To obtain a count of tue number of gra~n_s_of mOis!,ul'eper poun<:t 
of dry air lost to the ambien~, wet and dry bulb readings were taken every 
10 secs for 120 sec duratir-n during the test. From the temperature read-
ings, the change in grains from the ambient air was found by use of a 
psychrometric chart. Then the change in grains per pound of dry air 
(AC/#dA) was plotted against time as shown in Figure IV-5. The average 
wet and dry bulb readings and the corresponding AC are listed in Table 
IV-2. The area under the curve was deterillined and this represented the 
total A C/#dA lost to the ambient during the 120 sect. An aver~ge value 
was then determined to be 56.33 A c/iFdA. 
To find the number of grains lost to the ambient, calculate: 
Blower Air Flow (eFM) x iFdA/ ft3 x A C/ttdA x Blower on Time 
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FIGURE IV-5 MOISTURE LOSS FOR CONTINUOUS 14-SEC SPRAY 
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TABLE IV-2 WET AND DRY BULB READINGS 
FOR CONTINUOUS 14-SEC SPRAY 
WET BULB DRY BULB I:J.G/lfdA from 
oK (OF) oK (OF) Ambient 
Ambient 287.65 (58.1) 299.65 (79.7) 0 
--
Time from 
blower start: 
0 294.05 {6<J.62) 298.71 (78) 68 
10 294.45 (70.34) 298.84 (78.25) 71.5 
20 294.75 (70.88) 298.84 (78.25) 75.5 
30 294.25 (69.98) 298.71 (78) 70 
40 293.55 (68.72) 298.71 (78) 62.5 
50 293.45 (68.54) 298.57 (77.75) 61. 5 
60 293.05 (67.82) 298.57 (77.75) 57 
70 292.7 (67.19) 298.43 (77.5) 53.5 
80 292.4 (66.65) 298.43 (77.5) 49.5 
90 291 95 (65.84) 298.4J (77.5) 45 
100 291.95 (65.84) 298.43 (77.5) 45 
110 291. 65 (65.3) 298.43 (77.5) 42 
120 291.5 (65.03) 298.3 (77.25) 41 
291.4 (64.85) 298.3 (77.25) 40 
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This equals: 
15.58 cu 
min 
ft x .06 itdA x 56.33 /!,. G/1IdA x 2 min 
ft3 
105.3 /!,. G 
To find the amount of water (ml) lost to the cabin environment, 
multiply the above number by 6.48 x 10- 2 ml/ /!,. G to obtain 6.8 ml. 
Both of the values calculated above were found to be approxi-
mately equal both at 13.8 x 104 N/m2 (20 psi) and 10.34 x 104 N/m2 (15 
psi) nozzle flow pressures. 
The number of gr~ins left in the system atmosphere is simply 
the end point of the curve in Figure IV-5 at 120 sees. This is 40 grains/ 
#dA. The system volume was calculated to be .397 ft 3 • 
# grains = .391 ft3 x .06f~~ dA 40 grains = .953 
x 1b dA 
The water left to the system atmosphere is then, .953 grains x 6.48 x 10-2 
ml/grains = .062 m1. 
The amount of water delivered by the nozzle was found by 
multiplying the time the nozzle was flowing water (14 sees) by the flo" 
rate from the nozzle performance curve for the designated psi. For 
13.8 x 104 N/m2 (20 psi), this was 14 secs " 12.5 m1/sec = 17'+ ml and for 
10.34 x 104 N/m2 (15 psi), this was 14 sees x 11 ml/sec = 154 mI. The 
unaccounted "later war founa. by adding together amount of \v<ltcr collected, 
amount of water lost to ambient, amount of water left in system atmosphere, 
amount of water transferred to towel and subtracting it [rom the amount of 
water delivered to the system. The results of tile water balance test for 
a dry system, a wet system and a wet system with a man .... machine interfac~ 
are presented in Table IV-3. 
3. Temperature Limits - The maximum allowable water temperature on 
a back of a hand was found by having the subject place the back of his hand 
under bot running water and recording the time until the subject experi-
enced pain and would remove their hand voluntarily. The temperature of 
the water was slowly d8creased until that IllCl:<irnum ·,vater temperature was 
found which could be endured for long periods of time (> 40 sec). 
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Results of these tests are summarized in Table IV-4 in which 
the values listed under the temperatures are how long the subject could 
place the back of his hand in water at that temperature. 
The comfortable temperature that a subject could place his 
hands under a hand dryer was fou~~ to be approximately 330 01soK (134.60 F). 
(Varied with distance from blower outlet, average distance 101.6mm (4")0) 
The degree of wetness of the user's hands was also a crucial factor since 
if the user's hands were dry, he could not tolerate the above temperature 
for the same period of time as did a Ilser with fairly wet hands • 
• 
TABLE IV-3. RESULTS OF WA'i'ER BALANCE TESTS 
I Wet System with Dry System Wet System Man-Machine Interface 4 :. 4 4 4 4 13.8x10 10.34x10 13.8x10 10.34x10 13.8x10 10.34x10 
N/m 2 N/m2 N/m2 N/m 2 N/m2 N/m2 
(20 psi) (15 psi) (20 psi) (15 psi) (20 psi) (15 psi) 
Amount of water 
delivered by 174 154 174 154 174~4 nozzi.e in 14 
sees (m1) 
-1---.-
Amount of water 166 134 169 146 16~ __ . __ collected (ml) 
.. -~ --_.-... -_._-- .- -. 
Amount of water 
I lost to ambient 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 air (approxi-
I 
mate1y) (m1) i 
Amount of watp.r I 
lost to system .062 .062 .06 .062 .062 .062 
atmosphere (m1) 
Amount of water 
transferred to - - - - 2.6 1.5 
towel (g) i 
Total water ! 
accounted (m1) 172.862 140.862 175.862 152.862 177.462 146.362 
\,ater un- 1.138 13.138 -1. 862 1.l38 -3.462 I 7.633 accocnted (m1) I 
-
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TABLE IV-4. WATER TEMPERATURE LIMITS 
---
T E M PER A T U R E 
Test 324.82°K 322.04°K I 32l.SoK 320.930 K 320.4oK 3l9.82oK 3l9.3OK 
No. (12s°F) (l20°F) I (119°F) ( 118°F) ( 117°F) ( 116°F) (l1SoF) 
1 1.6 sec 2.S sec! 4.S sec 9.S sec * 
8.0 I lS.4 '1. 2 2.2 sec sec I - sec 
3 1.S sec 2.8 sec I 4.0 sec ;, 
, 
4 1.7 'c 4.S sec I, 6.9 sec 7.7 sec 11.4 sec ..... 
5 1.9 SeC 1.S sec I 4.9 sec! S.3 sec 12.S sec * 
6 0.9 sec 3.4 sec I 4.0 sec 4.6 sec 11.4 sec 10.1 sec * 
7 1.4 seC 3.4 sec I S.O sec 17.2 sec 2.7 sec ;, 
6.4 i 7.0 19.1 ,~ 8 2.8 seC ::: I sec sec 9 4.S sec 13.1 12. S sec 31.0 sec " 
r-~~a:i~um tempe~ature 
__ L 
---
at which subject felt he could stay at for long 
periods of time. 
L-..~ ________ 
__ . _____ _____ .w· ___ ~ __ . __________ 
4. Fixture Test Task - The test procedures for the man-machine 
interfacing, establishment of criteria ranges and miscellaneous testing 
were perfonned on the test fixture shm<n in Figure IV-l and consisted of 
having a test subject perform tasks that a crewman might perfonn in a 
zero-gravity environment. For the performance of each task, the subjects 
were instructed on the methods desired. A sucgical wash technique in 
which every finger is carefully cleaned was utilized for handwashing and 
a nonnal washing with a manual removal of excess water was employed for 
the utensil cleansing. Those tasks that were perfonned are listed below 
along with the various steps involved in the task: 
- Handwashing 
o Wet hands 
o Soap hands 
o Wash 
o Rinse 
o Remove excess water from the enclosure 
o Dry hands 
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- Laboratory Knife Washing 
0 Wet knife 
0 Soap knife 
0 Wash 
0 Rinse 
0 Remove excess water from knif", 
0 Dry knife 
0 Remove exce~s water from enclosure .... 
0 Dry hands 
- Apparel Washing 
0 Wet apparel 
0 Apply soap 
0 Wash 
0 Rinse 
0 Remove excess water from apparel 
0 Remove excess water from enclosure 
0 Dry hands 
- Shaving 
Each test subject was allowed to follow his own normal routine. 
- Teeth Brushing 
o Wet tooth brush 
o Apply baking soda 
o Brush teeth 
o Discharge excess from mouth into fixture 
o Repeat above steps until satisfied 
o Rinse toothbrush 
o Rinse mouth 
o Remove excess water from cr~closure 
o Dry hands 
- Hair Wetting 
o Wet hands 
o Apply water to hair 
o Remove excess water from enclosure 
o Dry hands 
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- Body Wash 
o Wet wash cloth 
o Clean skin areas desired 
o Rinse wash cloth 
o Repeat above steps until satisfied 
o Remove excess water from enclosure 
o Dry hands 
In all of the above tasks, the system is also required to be 
activated and then deactivated upon completion of the tasks. In the first 
three tasks mentioned above, each step of the task was timed and recorded 
whereas the other tasks were timed in their entirety. 
The anthropometric dimensions of the test subjects were: 
Height: 157.5 cm - 193 cm (5' 2" 6'4") 
Weight: 53.1 - 95.3 kg (117 - 210 Ibs) 
Age: 22 - 49 years 
Sex: M - F 
The results of the tests are summarized in the following pal "graphs. 
a. Handwashing - Twenty handwashings (9 femal"s, 11 males) were 
performed in which each subject was timed on 0btaining water, obtaining 
soap, washing, rinsing, cleaning the enclosure, and drying. Also, water 
temperature, soap usage, total water collected and water left on towel 
were recorded. Again, these tasks were perfo~med for nozzle pressures of 
10.34 x 104 N/m2 (15 psi) and 13.8 x 104 N/m2 (20 psi) conditions. The 
cycle times, total soap usage, total time required to perform the task, 
water transfer to towel and total water collected are summarized in Table 
IV-5. The total water collected is the amount of fluid collected minus 
the soap usage. 
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T,\BLE IV-5. HANDWASHINC TEST RESULTS 
i -.'- - -
! CYCLE TIMES 1 13 • 8 :< 104 N/m2 (20 psi) 10.34 :< 104 N/m2 I-- (15 psi) 
-- --,----- ---- - ---- ---- ----.----.--.--(SEC) Minimum Average Maximum Minimum Average Maximum 
, 
~ 1.8 I 4.0 8.5 2.0 3.8 6.3 , 
I Soap 1.6 , 2.7 5.2 1.7 3.3 6.2 I 
, 1.ash 12.0 16.1 22.7 6.7 11.8 17.0 I 
, 
Rinse i 9.3 12.0 , 17.0 5.7 12.8 22.0 
: Clean 7.0 18.5 30.0 8.5 13.7 27.3 
I I 
! 
Dry 10.8 27.5 27.2 8.2 12.0 20.4 
; 
, Soap Usage (ml) 0.8 1.5 2.4 ('._ 55 2.0 3.4 j 
Total Time (sec) 52.2 , 71.1 100.0 42.9 57.4 70.4 
Total Water 130 181 238 60 155 249 , Collected (ml) I I I 
Water Trans- I I ferred to 1.6 , 2.6 3.6 1.7 2.2 3.1 towel (mll , I I i I I Total Water 15'-.5 200 277.5 116.9 182.6 303.6 Delivered I 
Water balance tests were also conducted during the hand-
washing task. To facilitate the recording of data, wet and dry bulb 
temperature readings of th.' blOl,eI air were recorded when the system 
simulated a handwashing (th~ system was purged for 4 secs to simulate a 
wet cycle, then purged again for 10 secs (rinse) 24 secs later, which 
allowed for soap and wash cycle). By use of a psychrometric chart 
~ C/#dA were obtained and plotted against time as in Figure IV-c. The 
wet and dry bulb readings, with their corresponding I; CIi/dA above ambient, 
are recorded in Table IV- ~ The area under the curve in Figure IV- 6 was 
determined and I; C was calculated in the Same manner as in Seedon 1V-B. 
The total I;C/#dA for 120 sees (time blower on) is 5723 or 47.69 grains/ 
oec. Therefore; ~G lost to ambient = 15.58 ft3/min x .06 {ldA/ft 3 x 
47.69 x ~omin = .74 grains per unit time. For the total 120 sees, this 
sec 
t 
I 
amounts to ,74 x 120 = 89.2 grains. To convert this to milliliters, multiply 
89.2 grains x 6.48 x 10-2 ml/grain = 5.78 ml. 
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TABLE IV-6. 'WET AND DRY BULB READINGS FOR 
WET-RINSE CYCLE (4-10 SEC) 
aG!4FdA Above 
Ambient 
,..------ll-------tr--------+-------" 
Ambient 
Time from 
blower start: 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 
llO 
120 
IV-20 
286.15 (55.4) 296.15 (73.4) 
291.5 
292.25 
291. 75 
291.15 
292.42 
292.85 
291. 72 
291.12 
290.65 
290.38 
290.18 
290 
289.8 
(65) 295.93 
(66.38) 295.93 
(65.5) 295.93 
(64.4 295.93 
(66.68) 295.93 
(67.46) 295.93 
(65.42) 295.93 
\64.34) 295.7 
(63.5) 295.65 
(63) i 295.65 
(62.66) 1295.65 
(62.3) i 295.65 , 
(61. 94) 1295.65 
I" 
(73) 
(73) 
(73) 
(73) 
(73) 
(73) 
(73) 
(72.6) 
(72.5) 
(72.5) 
(72.5) 
(72.5) 
(n.5) 
o 
50 
57.6 
53.3 
46 
55 
61.3 
53 
43 
41 
39.3 
36.6 
35.16 
33.3 
The number of grains left in the system atmosphere is the 
end point of the curve at 120 sees (33.3 grains/1FdA). With the system 
volume equal to .397 ft3 , then the grains lost is .397 ft 3 x .06 #dA/ft3 
x 33.3 grains/#dA = .79 grains, Converting this to milliliters yields 
.79 grains x 6.48 x 10-2 ml/grain = .052 mI. 
The above values were relatively the same for both 13.8 x 104 
N/m2 and 10.34 x 104 N/m2 (20 and 15 psi) conditions. For wet-rinse times 
under or in excess of 14 secs, the moisture lost is a linear function 
(i.e., for wet rinse of 7 secs the moisture lost to the ambient air is 
half of 5.78 ml of 2.89 and the I." ·isture left in the system atmosphere is 
.026 ,,11) (see Figure IV-7). 
Using the above calculations, wet-rinse times, water trans-
fer to towel and nozzle flow rate, the water balance results occurring 
during handwashing activities are listed in Table IV-7. 
Table IV-8 shows a comparison of the average cycle times, 
soap usage and water usage, for one man and nine female test subjects. 
The test data shown was obtained at a water pressure of 10.34 x 104 N/m2 
(15 psi) only. 
b. Laboratory Knife Washing - Seventeen utensil (lab knife) 
cleansings at 10.34 x 104 N/m2 (15 psi) "ere performed in which each 
subject was timed on obtaining water, obtaining soap, washing, rinsing, 
removing excess water from the knife, cleaning the enclosure, and drying 
their hands. The amount of soap, water, and time used depended on the 
degree of dirtiness of the knife (substances used to soil the knife were 
lotion, dried coffee, and frog feces) as can be seen in Table IV-9 in which 
the average values are given only. 
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TABLE IV-7. WATER BALANCE FOR HANDWASHING ACTIVITY 
'.~ 
-- ------_._--,-- r---.-'----'-'---'---'---'--~ t 13.8 x 104 N/m 2 (20 psi) 10.34 x 104 N/m2 (15 psi) 
" 
" 
- T 
Minimum I Average I ~Xi';'~~_i , 1 Minimum Average Maximum c. ~ Wet-Rinse Time i 12.2 16.0 22.2 7.9 16.6 27.6 , I (seel 
, 
" Total Water 
Collected (m1) 130 ,181 238 60 J 155 249 t I t Water Trans-ferred to Towel I , I for Correspond - 2.2 i 2.6 1.6 2.2 2.2 2.6 I ! i. ing Wet-Rinse , Time (mll I , 
I Water Lost" to " Ambient (mIl I .,.,. " • 5.04 6.61 9.17 
Ii 
3.26 6.85 11.4 
r , t Corresponding to ;;.' f l<et-Rinse Time I- I 
" .. I 
Left " l<ater in 
I 
~'i·. ! System Environ-.. r 
ment (mll 
.0454: .06 
.083 I .03 .062 .103 
, 
t Corresponding to 
i t! lvet-Rinse Time 
I lvater Del i vered 152.5 i 200 . 277.5 I 86.9 . 182.6 303.6 System (m1) I to I ; , Total lvater i II " i 248.85 r Accounted (m1) 137.3 ! 190.3 
II 
55.49 164.1 263.1 
,. 
r , 
Unaccounted 
" 15.2 9.7 28.65 'I 21.41 18.5 40.5 . I • Hater (rn1 ) , r -1L-_____ , ._ ..... 
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rABLE IV-8. COMPARISON 01 DATil l'BTAINED FROM 
~LE AND FEMALE TEST SUBJECTS 
CYCLE TIME (SEC): 
~ 
Soap 
WasI.l 
~ 
Clean Enclosure 
Dry 
Total Time (sec) 
Soap Usage (m1) 
Water Transferred to Towel (m1) , 
~IALE 
6.0 
3.1 
16.5 
21.4 
12.2 
8.6 
67.9 
1.83 
2.85 
Water Delivered to System (ml) 301.4 
3.2 
3.36 
10.6 
10.7 
15.62 
12.8 
54.73 
2.02 
1.98 
152.9 
.... ___________ . ______ . __________ L ________ . 
TABLE IV-9. COMHARISON OF DATA FOR VARYING KNIFE CONDITIONS 
--------r-----·---· _. 
--lJ--Knife Condition Dried Frog 
Data Clean Lotion Coffee Feces 
-- -----
WASH CYCLE (SEC): 
~ 2.6 2.5 2.6 15.7 
Soap 2.6 2.4 2.8 5.1 
Wash 6.0 6.2 7.0 6.1 
~ 8.7 5.8 3.8 7.6 
Soap usage (ml) 1.0 1.0 0.9 3.1 
Water collected 106 55.6 50 213 (ml) 
Water c.eliv"red 124.3 91. 3 70.4 256.3 to system (mIl 
_._.-
--
__ 1. __ .. ___ . ___ . ________ -1 
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Table IV-IO summarizes the timeline data as well as the 
sum of the moisture loss. Moisture lost to the ambient and left in the 
system atmosphere are calculated in the same manner as in Section IVD-l 
and Figure IV-6 (wet and dry bulb temperature readings were approximately 
equal, so Figure IV-6 could be used for these cal~ulations). These values, 
along with average wet rinse times, are as fo11O\,s: 
AV2ra~e wet rinse time (sec) 
Total water collected (ml) 
Water transferred to towel-knife dL'ying (ml) 
Water transferred to towel-hand drying (ml) 
Moisture lost to ambient (ml) 
Moisture left in system atmosphere (ml) 
Total water delivered to system (ml) 
Total accounted water (ml) 
Total unaccounted water (ml) 
'LABLE IV-lO. UTE::;n CLICAr:SING R"SUl "S 
!<lASH CYCLE (SEC): 
~ 
~ 
Wash 
~ 
Remove water from knife 
Dry knife 
Clean enclosure 
Dry hands 
Total Time 
Total Soap Usage (ml) 
Water transferred to towel 
knife drying (ml) 
!<later transferred to towel 
hand drying (ml) 
Minimum 
- -- ---- - . ' .. 
1.3 
1..4 
[.5 
3.4 
1.4 
3.2 
6.5 
2.3 
28.2 
0.25 
.2 
.5 
.• I 
, 1. : 
t 
Average 
i L~. 2 
I 
I 3.2 8.9 i 8.0 I 
I 
i 3.~ 
: 
i 6.4 I , 
14.7 
9.4 
58.S 
1.6 
.71 
1.13 
IIi.. ; 
1 I I 'J 
-+.-
12.2 
111. 7 
.71 
1.13 
5,4 
.045 
134.2 
118.6 
15.6 
Naximum 
29.0 
7.4 
30.5 
18.6 
5.6 
10.0 
23.8 
17.9 
90.2 
3.05 
1.5 
[.6 
350 
523.6 
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c. Personal Apparel washing - For this series of tests, sub-
jects were timed Oll obtaining water, obtaining soap, washing the apparel, 
rinsing, removing the excess water from the apparel, cleaning the enclosure 
and then drying their hands. 
Soap and water usage were also recorded. Two tests were 
performed in which subjects washed a dirty T-shirt. The average test 
results are as follows: 
0 Wash Cycle: 
Wet 63.3 sec 
Soap 30.3 sec 
Wash 53.8 sec 
Rinse 62.8 sec 
Remove Excess Water 28.9 sec 
Clean Enclosure 16.0 sec 
Dry Hands 13.5 sec 
a Total Time 268.5 sec 
0 Soap Usage 22.5 m1 
0 Total Water Collected 761 ml 
0 Water Left in T-Shirt 222.8 ml 
0 Water Transferred to .3 ml 
Towel-Hand Drying 
0 Moisture Lost to Ambient 52 ml 
Air 
0 Hoisture Left in System .47 ml 
Atmosphere 
0 Total Accounted Water 1036.6 
0 Water Delivered to 1387.1 ml (at 10.34 x 104 N/m2) System (15 psi) 
0 Unaccounted Water 350.5 m1 
COmments were made by the test subjects that visibility and 
maneuverability wi~hin the enclosure was poor. A test was then cC'llducted 
in which the test subject washed a pair of wool socks. 
test are summarized as follows: 
IV-26 
The results of this 
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o Wash Cycle: 
Wet 
Soap 
Wash 
Rinse 
Remove Excess Water 
Clean Enclosure 
Dry Hands 
o Total Time 
o Total Soap Usage 
o Total Water Collected 
o Water Left in Socks 
o Water Transferred to 
Towel-Hand Drying 
o Moisture Lost to 
Ambient Air 
o Moisture Left in 
System Atmosphere 
o Total Accountecl Hater 
o Water Delivered to 
System 
o Unaccounted Water 
34.3 sec 
12.0 sec 
76.4 sec 
66.4 sec 
19.8 sec 
17.7 sec 
10.4 sec 
237 sec 
9.2 ml 
918 m1 
110.9 ml 
1.7 m1 
41. 6 ml 
.37 m1 
1072.57 ml 
1107.7 m1 (at 10.34 x 104 
N/m2 ) (15 psi) 
35.13 ml 
d. Shaving and Cleaning Razor - The shaving task was performed 
in the fixture with the enclosure top closed. The razor was cleaned by 
inserting it into the hand holes and placing it under a stream of water 
delivered at 13.8 x 104 N/m2 (20 psi). Test subjects wer~ allowed to 
shave in their normal manner~ A self-heating shaving cream was used for 
all the shaving tasks. The shavers used were safety razors. A mirror wa~ 
provided for personal ease o 
The data obtained from these tests are summarized in Table 
IV-ll.. Moisture lost to the ambient air and left in the system atmosphere 
was found as in Section IV-1 and Figure IV-6. 
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e. Brushing T~ - Table IV-12 summarizes the results of 
tooth brushing activities. To expectorate, ti.e fixture dome was loosered 
from the base so that it could easily be moved to one side and then 
replaced for water flow. Baking soda was used as the toothpaste and each 
test subject used his own preference of tooth brushes. Each test subject 
was allowed to follow his usual routine for convenience. Times recorded 
were total time of task and the total time the water was spraying at 13.8 x 
104 N/m2 (20 psi). A pre-measured amount of water for rinsing the mouth 
upon completion of the brushing was supplied by a cup to simulate use of 
the drinking water dispenser to be used in future program plans. Moisture 
lost to the ambient air and left in system atmsophere are calculated as 
in IVD-l and Figure IV-6. 
TABLE IV-ll. SHAVING TEST RESULTS 
Total Time of Task 
(sec) 
Total Water on Time 
(sec) 
Amount of Shaving 
Cream Used (ml) 
Water Transferred to 
Towel (face and 
hand drying)(ml) 
Total Water Collected 
(m1) 
Moisture Lost to 
Ambient Air Line 
Minimum 
255.8 
2.8 
2.8 
611.2 
20.7 
Moi~ture Left in System .19 
Atmosphere (m1) 
Water Delivered to 
Sy.t2m (ml) 
Total Accounted 
\,a~er (ml) 
627.5 
632.09 
TDtal Water U~accounted -4.59 
Average 
266.7 
54.5 
4.65 
4.3 
656.2 
Z?S 
. 20 
681.25 
678,9 
2.35 
Maximum 
277 .6 
58.8 
6.5 
5.8 
701. 2 
24.3 
.22 
735 
725.72 
9.28 
enI) 
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TABLE IV-12. RESULTS OF BRUSHING TEETH TASK 
Minimum Average Maximum 
Total Time of Task 119.1 142.35 165.6 (sec) 
, ,-
Total Water on Time 7.0 11. .5 16.0 ( sec) 
Water Transferred to .5 .85 1.2 
Towe l-Hand and Face 
Drying (m1) 
Total Water Collected 122 187 252 (ml) 
Moisture Lost to 2.9 4.75 6.6 
Ambient Air 
(ml) 
Moisture Left in System .026 .043 ,06 
Atmosphere (ml) 
Rinse Water (ml) 26.8 43.3 59.8 
Water Delivered to 87,S 143.75 200 System (ml) 
Total Ac~ounted Water 98.626 149.343 205.65 (minus Rinse Water) 
(ml) 
Unaccounted Water 
-11.126 -5.6 
- 5.65 
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f. Wetting of Hair - Test subjects were instructed for this 
task to wet their ;,air sufficiently enough for shampooing (which they 
did not attempt). Water was obta~ned by placing the hands in the hand 
hdes and drawing water out with the hands and applying it to the hair. 
Ti~ed data included total time of task and total time the water was on. 
Moistu~e 103t to the ambient air and left in the system atmosphere was 
calculated using Figure IV-6. The results of the tests are summarized 
below: 
Total Time of Task 
Total Water on Time 
Water Transferred to Towel-
Hand and Hair Dry 
Total Water Collected 
Moisture Lost to Ambient Air 
Moisture Left in System Atmos~here 
Water Delivered to System 
(at 13.8 x 104 N/m2 (20 psi» 
Total Accounted Water 
Unaccounted Water 
88 sec 
5.5 sec 
6 ml 
46 ml 
2.3 ml 
.02 ml 
68.75ml 
54.32 ml 
14.43 ml 
g. "Sponge-Type" Body Wash - Test subjects were instructed 
to wet a washcloth and use this to perform the wash. The amount of water 
utilized for this type of wash was 250 m1. The task was relatively easy 
to do, however, it was not performed in the cleansing fixture; therefore, 
a water balance test could not be conducted. The above figure may vary 
someHhat from one obtained using the cleansing fixture since rinsing and 
wetting of the washcloth would be performed at the same time. 
5. Microbial Burden and Disinfectant Studies - A rough esti.mate 
of the microbial burden to be expected on the interior surfaces of the 
hand cleansing unit was 
total microbial count. 
obtained by assaying 
2 Tll':ee 25.8 em (4 sq 
a portion of the surface for 
in) areas were assayed. 
Three assays were performed. The first two were after 10 hanuwashings 
each. The third was after a variety of utensils (17), a pair of socks, 
and two T-shirts had been washed. Before the first set of 10 handwashings, 
the unit was disinfected with Wescodyne, rinsed with distilled water and 
wiped dry. After the handwashings, burden assays were made and the interior 
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surfaces of the unit were sprayed with Wescodyne solution until it beaded 
up on the surface. After abo.,t 1800 sec (30 min) the surfaces were rinsed 
with tap water and bur~en samples were again taken. 
Table IV-13 summarizes the microbial burden as assayed after a 
serie. of 10 handwashings and after utensil and personal apparel cleansing
s 
before a disinfection solution was applieu. 
TABLE IV-l3. MICROBIAL BURDEN ON THE IITENS,L/HAND CLEANSING F
I/TURE 
CONTRIBIITING TO BURDEN 
First 10 hand washings 
Second 10 hand washings 
1· utensils, 1 pair socks, 2 T-shirts 
MICROORGANISMS/SQ IN. 
(Microorganisms/cm2) 
.65 (4.2) 
.65 (4.2) 
8.02 (51. 7) 
'--________ . ___________ ~-------
---I 
After 19.5 m1 of Wescodyne was sprayed onto the interior sur-
faces of the unit and allowed to be in contact with the unit for 1800 secs
 
(30 minutes). burden samples were again taken showing a burden of .6 micro-
organisms/sq cm (3.8 microorganisms/sq in). Because of the low microbial 
burden found in the unit, an external model was ,et-up using stainless ste
el 
coupons seeded with an indicator organism, ~li. 
Olive Leaf 
Wescodyne 
o 25.3 cm2 (4 sq in) areas of each coupon were assayed for 
total burden immediately before exposure to a solution. 
o The solutions "ere sprayed over the surface until they beaded 
Uv and were allowed to remain in contact with the coup
ons for 
a period of time. For each solution, this data is shown below. 
Volume Contact Time Plate />lo. 
3 ml 40 min A 1 
6 ml 60 min. 2 
Soldium Meta-- 6 ml 64 min. 3 
bisulfite 
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The microbial burden on the test coup
on just prior to applica-
tion of the oli.ve leaf solution was 3
.1 x 103 microorganisms per square cm
 
(2.0 x 104 microorganisms/square inch). 
contact between the plate and olive l
eaf 
After 2400 secs (40 minutes) of 
solution, there were 1.24 x 10
2 
microorganisms/square cm (8.0 x 10
2 microorganisms/square inch). 
The microbial burden on the coupon pr
ior to exposure to Wescodyne 
waS 2.33 x 102 microorganisms/cm
2 (1.5 x 103 microorganisms/square inch). 
After the Wescodyne had been on the s
urface for 3600 seconds (60 minutes), 
the burden was 0.0 microorganisms per
 square cm (0.0 microorganisms/square 
inch) • 
The microbial burden on the coupon pr
ior to exposure to the 
sodium meta-bisulfite was 3.26 x 10
1 microorganisms/square cm (2.1 x 10
2 
microorganisms/square inch). After the solut
ion was sprayed and had been 
in contact for 3840 seconds (64 minutes), the
 burden was 0.0 microorgan-
isms/square cm (n.O microorganisms/square inch). 
The concrol samples taken on the thre
e coupons give an indica-
tion of the decrease in microbial pop
ulation as a function of time and 
desiccation. This is shown in Figure
 IV-S. 
6. Maintenance - Upon commencement o
f testing, the utensil/hand-
washer fixture was not in use for a 
peri.od of time, both the soap solenoi
d 
and the LGS drain nozzle had to be cl
eaned due to the clogging of the 
olive leaf soap. However, once tes
ting commenced, no fUl~ther cleaning o
f 
these two items were necessary due to
 the soap clogging. The .~quid gas 
separator had to be taken apart durin
g testing once due to a foreign part
i-
cle (silicone sealant used to seal the dome to
 the enclosure basin) clogging 
its drainage hole. 
7. Chemical Fluid Dumping -
Testing was per formed on chemical dum
ping into the fixture. 
For the purputies of this lest., only
 those lIwaste chemicals" compatib
le with 
a Plexiglas liquid/gas separator coul
d be used. In addition, only those 
m.:!terials already on hand were used
. Four materials were test(,ci: 
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Figure IV-8 
.i , . 
7 8 13 Time (Hours) 
Die-Off Desiccation As A Function of Time 
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Ethyl Alcohol 
Dioxane 
Trichloroethane 
5% Acetic Acid 
The results of the test are tabulated in Table IV-14. 
TABLE IV-14 MATElUAL COMPARISON 
Material Time (Sec) 1n3 (CU F~ Air ml collected ml Vaporized 
Ethyl Alcohol 65 .48 (16.9) 10.2 9.8 
Dioxane 5S .40 (14.3) 14.0 6.0 
Trichloroethane 37 .27 (9.6) 12.5 7.5 
5'%. Acetic Acid 40 .29 (10.4) 15.8 4.2 
IV-34 
g Vaporized 
7.735 
6.2 
10.824 
4.2 
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D. TEST DATA EVALUAXION 
1, Fixture Test Task - Connnents made by a najority of the test 
subjects in favor of the present design include: 
o Comfortable to use 
o Good ease and comfort of obtaining water and soap 
o Air,flow within the enClosure was comfortable 
o Hand holes were comfortable 
o Foot operated on-off switch preferred to knee, hand or 
forearm 
o Water and air temperature comfortable 
o The enclosure shape was adequate for maneuverability 
Aesthetic aspects, visibility and placing objects in and out 
of the hemisphere dome enclosure wa& preferred to the tapered cylinder 
since there was excess volume. Many subjects commented that the enclosure 
height needed to be changed and that possible angling of the entire fixture 
would be beneficial in both visibility and ease of doing the task. How-
ever, it must be remembered that these feasibility tests were done in a 
one IIg" environment and that the human body tends to form in a fetal posi-
tion in a zero IIgt! environment, thus conforming more to the present design 
of the enclosure. Aside from these two cmmnents, the Utensil/Handwashing 
fixture appears to be highly satisfactory as far as ease and comfort of 
performing a given task. Conclusions and limitations concerning each 
individual task are as follows: 
a. Handwashing - Figure IV-9 shows a timeline schedule that 
could be used for automatic operation of the fixture for 13.8 x 104 N/m2 
(20 psi) based upon the test dato/;/. The tj.1ues shown are for the average 
values obtained during testing. Figure IV"IO shows the tLmeline for the 
10.34 x 104 N/m2 (15 psi) c?udition. As can be seen from Table IV-S, for 
a handwashing, female test subjects utilized approximately half the amount 
of water male test subjects used, and took less time to complete the entire 
tasko However, the female test subjects used more soap, took longer to 
clean the enclosure, and took longer to dry. The timeline data was computed 
from an average of data from both male and female test subjects. Test sub-
jects made the comment that an aut(matic operation for the hand cleansing 
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fixture was satisfactory, however, Some comments were made that a timing 
device should be added to let the crewman know what time is left for that 
particular part of the cycle. 
Using the average wet-rinse times for each pressure condition, 
the total water usage can be found. A nozzle that flows 12.5 ml (13.8 x 
104 N/m2 (20 psi» for 16 seconds (see Table 111-3) will have a total flow 
of 200 ml (.44 lb) (.053 gal) per Hashing. For the 10.34 x 104 N/m2 (15 
psi) condition, the average total flow is 182.6 ml (.4 Ib) per washing. 
Using the average soap usage (independent of water pressure conditions), 
tne total soap usage per washing is 2.0 mI. 
b. Laboratory Knife Washing - The automatic time cycle set-up 
for the handwashing activity could possibly be used for the utensil cleans-
ing (based on average test data). However, most test subjects expressed 
the desir.e to not have this acti.vity set-up on an automatic scale due to 
the fact that the time required to do the activity and waste usage depends 
greatly on the degree o~ dirtiness of the utensil (see Table 111-9). For 
a relatively clean knife, the water usage per washing is approximately 95.~ 
ml or .095 kg (.21 Ib). For a fairly dirty knife, this increases to 256.3 
ml or .256 kg (.56 lb). Soap usage also increases for a dirty knife, 3.1 
ml, compared to .97 ml for a clean utensil. Many test subjects express 
that the procedure set-up for the utensil cleansing should be changed in 
that the enclosure should be cleaned before the knife is dried, thus 
cutting down on water loss from the hands when removing the knife from the 
fixture, They felt some type of restraint should be supplied within the 
enclosure to hold the utensil while cleaning the enclosure, then the knife 
and ~ands should be dried in one operation. All tests were conducted at 
a water flow at 10.34 x 104 N/m2 (15 pSi). The spray pattern and water 
flow rate appeared adequate for cleansing small utensils. 
c, Personal Apparel Washing - The total water used per washing 
of il T-shirt was 1387.1 ml and 1) 07.7 ml for the wool socks. When ,,'ashing 
the clothes, fogging of the enC:.0sure due to the article blocking air flow 
through the enclosure caused very poor visibility. Test subjects commented 
that due to this fact they could not tell when enough soap had been applied 
and when the article was clean. The bulkiness of the T-shirt made Inaneuver-
ability within the enclosure to clean a particular part of the clothing 
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~early impossible. It was, therefore, concluded that due to the excessive 
time involved, water usage, soap usage and discomfort, that apparel wash-
ing in the present design of the cleansing fixtur" was infeasible. 
d. Shaving and Cleaning Razor - The amount of water utilized 
for this task Was 681.25 ml or .68 kg (1.5 Ib) per shaving. On the average, 
4.65 ml (.01 Ib) of shaving cream was used. All the test subjects commented 
that they would have preferred to use a shaving cream of their choice over 
that which was provided. They also commented that shaving using the present 
set-up was relatively easy as long as they did noe apply too much shaving 
cream to their hand. Therefore, from the test subject's comments and from 
the test data, shaving as was set-up Seems a feasible activity for the 
cleansing fixture. Since every crewman has his own procedure for shaving, 
and the time of task varies from each crewman, an automatic control set-up 
for this activity is impractical. 
e. Brushing Teeth - Total amount of water utilized for this 
task was on the average 143.75 ml or .144 kg (.32 Ib) per washing. Baking 
soda was used for the performance of the task, however, several test sub-
jects complained about the bad taste and said they would have preferred to 
uSe their own brand. All test subjects complained about the awkwaruness 
of having to remove the enclosure dome to expectorate. Future designs will 
incorporate a hinged surface so that rem0val of the dome is facilitated. 
Except tor this one item (which was inh.renL in the model used) the test 
subjects expressed no discomfort in usin~·. the fixture for brushing their 
teeth. All were able to basically follow their normal daily routine. 
Therefore, the cleansing fixture appears to be a feasible apparatus to be 
used for daily teeth brushing. 
f. Wetting of Hair - The total amount of water used for this 
task was 68.75 ml or .069 kg (. '5 Ib). The test subject felt that wetting 
his hair using the prescribed procedure was fairly easy, however, he diJ 
not feel that it would be as easy to ri,se his hair. Since the test was 
performed in a one IIgtl environment, \voate:..: did not adhere to the test ~.,ub­
jeet IS hands as in zero "gil C;,~ld subsequently water was lost when the hands 
were removed from the enclosure to wet the h,'· ir. 
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g. Sponge-Type Body Wash - The total amount of water utilized 
for this task was 250 ml or .25 kg (.55 lb), The task Was relatively 
easy to do, however, it was not performed in the cleansing fixturej there-
fore, a water balance test could not be conducted. The above figure may 
vary somewhat from one obtained using the cleansing fixture since rinsing 
and wetting of the washcloth would be performed at the same time. 
2. Microbial Burden and Disinfection Studies 
a. Microbial Burden - The micro;'ial burden on the interior 
surface of the hand cleansing unit varied from 0.65 to 8.02 loicroorgan-
isms/sq cm (4.2 to 51.7 microorganisms/sq in) (olive leaf soap being 
used with the unit). These values are limited in a number of W~'S. 
1) The s',a'· does not pick up all microorganisms, and not 
all organisms grow on Trypticase Soy Agar or at 32°C aerobically. 
2) Olive leaf soap is gcrmicidJl to E. coli, and, there-
fore, probably germicidal to othpr microbes. In one test, the population 
of E. coli "as reduced 93.3% in 24()O seconds (forty minutes) after the 
soap solution was sprayed on seeded coupons. 
3) There is a significant loss of viable organisms from 
desiccation over time. DU!'ing tests conducted for this contract the hand 
cleansing unit was allowed to cOlopletely dry out for fairly long periods, 
something which WDt!ld not happen dUL'ing a period of normal usc. 
4) The assumption is mnde that microorganisms are unifonnly 
distrihuted on the surface. 
b. Disinfection of ".nct Cleansing Unit - Wescodyne solution 
sprayed on interior surfaces and allO\ved to sit, reduced microbial burden 
from .65 microo'rganisms/sq cm (4.2 microorganisms/sq in) to .6 micro-
organisms/sq em (3 ... 0 mJ.croorganisms/sq in). These valueS are severely 
limited. 
1) The initial burden waS insufficient to a11m; meaningful 
interpretation of data. 
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2) It was difficult to spray the surfaces uniformly. 
integral spray disinfection system is required. 
3) Items 1, 2, 3 and 4 of a. 
An 
c. Disinfection Effectiveness of Olive Leaf, Wescodyne, and 
Sodium Meta-Bisulfite Solutions - (The following discussion will give rough 
estimates of the effectiveness.) Olive leaf reduced the population of 
E. coli on stainless steel coupons by 93.3% taking desiccation loss into 
account in 2400 seconds (forty minutes). Wescodyne reduced the population 
100% in 3600 seconds (1 hour) and so did Sodium Meta-bisulfite. Applica-
tian or this data to the hand cleansing unit is limited in these ways: 
a Not all organisms would have the identified response 
E. coli does to Olive Leaf) Wescodyne, or Sodium 
Meta-bisulfite. 
o Desiccation loss would be altered in nonllal use. 
d. Die-Off from Desiccation - As Figure IV-8 shows, the initial 
burden of 3.1 x 103 microorganismslsg em (2.0 x 104 microorga'lisms/sq in) 
was reduced in 27900 sec (7 hrs 45 min) to 3.26 x 101 microorganisms/sq in 
(2.1 x 102 microorganisms/sq in), a decrease of 99% of the initial popula-
tion. It must be remembered, however, that not all organisms have the 
same sensitivity to desiccation. 
3. Water Balance - Taking into aCCOllnt moisture lost to ambient, 
moisture left in system atmosphere, water transferred to to\\lel, and toLli 
water amount collected, the average '1 .t of w~tcr that cannot be accounted 
(or is 3 mI. The large amounts of w. _or t.hat could not b~ accounted for 
could possibly be due to: 
a Water leakage 
o Water remaining in crevices \..Jithin the system 
o Reaction time of both the test subject and recorder to timed 
sequence could be off 
o Water nozzle might not flow at constant ratc 
a Different degrees of water present within th~ cnclosure olter 
cleaning 
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[n several instances, for both these water balance test an'! 
those condu,:ted during the test tasks, more water Was collected than was 
theoretically delivered to the system. Reasons for this could be: 
o Reaction time of both the test subject and recorder to 
timed sequence could be off 
o Stagnant water within system could have been releasad 
o Water nozzle might not flow at constant r~te 
Approxunately 6.8 ml of water was lost to the ambient air for 
a constant 14 sec spray whereas for a handwashing activity consisting of 
a 4 sec pre-wet and 10 sec rinse (14 sec total), 5.78 ml of water was 
lost. Approximately .062 ml was left in the system atmosphere for the 
constant spray whereas .052 ml was left during a handwashing of the Same 
total length. The differences in moisture amounts is due to the fact 
that during the handwashing, a 24 sec lapse occurred during the wet and 
rinse cycle. 
4. Miscellaneous 
a. Water Temperature - The average temperature that a person 
o can stand for long periods of times is 320.40 K (117°F). Problems occurred 
during this test in that care had to be taken to not allow the water to 
gush from the nozzle, otherwise variations in temperature with the gushing 
resulted. Also it was difficult to establish the water at a particular 
temperature. 
b. Soap Characteristics - Most test subjects felt that the 
soap used, Olive leaf, was very satisfactory. However, some did comment 
that they didn't care for the smell and it left their hands dry. It was 
noticed that if any small cuts were on the hands, the soap tended to sting 
them. During the utensil and clothes washing, the soap had very poor suds 
and it was found thac it was difficult to remove the soap residue from the 
articles. 
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c. Maintenance - No maintenance Wa& required of the system 
during the testing. The soap clogging occurred when the system is not in 
use for several weeks and was easily cleared. Since we were using a 25 
ml buret for soap storage, it had to be filled after approximately 10 hand-
washings, after 5 utensil cleansings and after eVcl:Y clothes washing. 
5. Waste Chemical Fluid Disposal and Control of Evolved Gas -
l'h~ amount of fluid vaporized into the air of the three chemicals tested 
for a 30-day mission is calculated as follows: 
a Ethanol 6.87g per dump/.42 m3 (15 cu ft) air 
6.87g per uump x 30 = 206.1g ethanol/12.7 m3 (450 Cll ft) 
0 1,4-Dioxane 6.50g per dump/ .42 m3 (15 cu tt) air 
6.50g x 30 = 1959 1,4-Dioxane/12.7 m3 (450 cu ft) air 
0 Trichloroethane 16.88g per dump/.42 m3 (15 cu ft) air 
16.8Hb .. 30 = 506.4g Trichloroethan8;J.2.7 m3 (450 eu ft) 
air 
air 
Assuming the ::>ame absorption characterisLics, (i, .. e., capacity 
to "bsorb 20% of its weight) the following;"lounts of charcoal would be 
):equjred [or a JO day mission. 
o Ethanol 206.1 = 20% charcoal weight 
C!,arcoal required E = 10JO.5g 
E ~ ~xpcrimental estimate 
o 1,4-Dioxane 195.0 = 20% 
Charcoal required E = 975g 
o Trichloroethane 506.4 = 20% 
Charcoal required = 2532g 
The total amount of charcoal required for these three materials 
for a 30 day mission based on the experimental estimates is 4,~37.5g charcoal 
or 10.0 lb. This is 17.5% of the amount that would be required if the 
theol02tical ma.'(imum v.:llues for vaporized materials \'Jere llsed. 
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V. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
A. FINAL SYSTEM DESIGN PARM1ETERS 
1. System Component Specific,ation - The following requirements, 
which were utilized in the final design concept, were determined as a 
result of the feasibility tests and ~alculations conducted: 
o The water pressure at the cleansing enclosure shall be 
1.02 x 105 N/m2 (15 psi) 
o The water temperature at the enclosure shall be 320.40 K 
(1l7°F) 
o The water nozzle flow rate shall be 11 ml/sec (.17 gpm) 
o The waste watEr shall have a flow rate of 1.58 x 10-5 m3/sec 
o 
(.25 gpm) 
The blower shall have a flow rate of .007 m3/sec (15 CFM) 
with a system pressure loss of 47 mm (1.85 inches) of water 
maximum 
o A two-phase line from the enclosure outlet to the LGS shall 
be sized for a velocity greater than 1.22 m/sec (40 fps) to 
move the \.Jater 
o The air outlet line shall have a flow rate of .0056 m3/sec 
(12 CFM) 
o The nitrogen gas needed to pressurize the soap distribution 
system shall be regulated to 6.89 x 104 N/m2 (10 psi) 
o The soap nozzle flow rate shall be .5 ml/sec (.008 gpm) 
o The disinfectant nozzles shall have a flow rate of 22.7 m/sec 
(.36 gpm) each 
2. Waste Chemical Fluid Disposal and Control of Evolved Gases -
Since some o[ the waste fluids are toxic, their transfer to the cleansing 
fixture shall be in a sealed container. This sealed container shall be 
designed ::0 allow manual flu:.d transfer and have a pouring goose-neck 
nozzle that can interface with the fixture's waste collection inlet dr""'in. 
This would allow the waste flu~d to be transferred directly into the waste 
collection system by the air drag. If the liquid was poured .'penly into 
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the enclosure, a small portion may have to be moved manually with a crew-
man's hands Or other special hand tool toward the drain. This would not 
be compatible with the crewman's health. 
Assuming waste chemicals are dumped once per day and that the 
.42 m3 (15 ft3) of purged air is saturated with the chemical vapors, the 
total weight of vaporized chemicals is 3.04 kg (6.72 lbs). For a 30 day 
mission, the total weight becomes 91.3 kg (201.6 lbs) • 
Since charcoal is assumed to absorb 20% of its weight in 
chemical vapors, the theoretical charcoal weight becomes: 
3.04 kg ~ 
.20 15.2 kg (33.( lbs) per day 
9:~~ kg ~ 456.7 kg (1008 lbs) for 30 days 
Based on experimental dumping of chemical fluids in the feasi-
bility handwashing fixture, the weight of chemical vapor is 17.5 percent 
by weight of the theoretical values. Therefore, the following values 
should be used for the charc .1 weight requirement: 
(.175)(15.2 kg) = 2.7 kg (5.88 Ibs) per day 
i (.175)(456.7 kg) - 79.9 kg (176.4 Ibs) for 30 days 
.t 
3. Materials, Parts and Processes - All materials used for different 
components, parts and processes shall be investigated for compatibility with 
performance and environmental criteria. Hanufacturing processes and associ-
ated materials us"d on off-the-shelf: hardware shall also be investigated for 
spececraft compaHbility. All materials used shall be identified on a list 
as either metallic or non-metallic with material trade name, application on 
the equipment, part number, vendor, commercial deSignation, appr.oximate weight 
and dimension of material in each ~tem in accordance with MSC Specification 
D-NA-0002 and ~!SC Sp"r.ification MSC-04693. 
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a. Hetals - The principal considerations for metals shall be their mechanical properties and corrosion resistance propertieso In addition, there are Some metals and alloys that are unacceptable for usage in space vehicle systems while others are preferred. 
1) Unacceptable Metals - The following metals and alloys are unacceptable in a utensil/hand cleansing flight unit: 
Beryllium 
Cadmium 
Brass and Zinc 
Copper 
Magnesium 
Mercury 
Steel 
Unalloyed beryllium shall not be used "ithin 
the crew compartment. Alloys containing less 
than 4 percent beryllium are acceptable. 
Cadmium plated materIals and alloys contain-
ing mOl-e thiln 30 percent cadmium are Iln<.lcccptable .. 
Zinc plated materials and alloys containing 
more ttlan 30 percent zinc are unacceptable. 
Copper shall not be llsed in components in 
contact with an aqueous media. 
Nagnesium or any magnesium alloys "Ire Ull.:.iCCcpt-
able. 
Unacceptable 
Non-corrosi.on resistant ;::tcels (high L~lrbon 
steels) ara tln~cceptal)lc 
2) Preferred Metals for Spacecr"ft Application - Table V-I identifies the preferled metClls and alloys [or IIS[.igC 011 llH' utensil/I'and cleansing structure, parts, component~ and J5scmblies~ TilL' Pl'cCl:rr('d aluminum alloys shall be llsed for stt"llcturL' and the bladder L.:mks <'lOU the preferred corrosion resistant stainless steels shall 1)0 llsee! (or 011 fluid handing components. 
3) Dissimilar NetJls - Till..! use of dissiwU,ar lllet.';d~ ill contact shall be avoided unless adequately protectcd agdinst galv.l'lic corrosion. H~t,)ls that differ in potential h)-' more th.Jn 0.25 vulls, determined [rom Table V-2 (HSC Si:and3rd No. bJ), s1i311 not be' used in dire::t contact ~vhen exposed to a COTlnnon clecLrolytc st:ch .:.lS the ntmoSpll1-'L-C. 
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MATERIAL 
Aluminum 6061 T6 
2024 T3 
7075 T6 
7075 '1'73 
StainJ.ess 
Steel 3041, 
321 
Titanium 
Ti-6-Al 
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TABLE V-I. METAL STRUCTURAL MATERIAL CANDIDATES FOR FIXTURE DESIGN 
FLEXIBLE TENSILE I I!1PACT MAX. SER WEIGHT STRENGTH 6 STRENGTH STRENGTH TE~1P 
kg/m3 x 104 N/m2 x 10 N/m2 x 106 m-kg/cm oK 
(lb/in3) (1000 PSI) (1000 PSI) (FT-LB/IN) (oF) 
.27 - 310.3 - 422 Skin & Sections and panels 
(0.098) (45) (300) Frame fabricated to suit 
.277 - 482.7 - 463.7 Details apnl~_ation - would 
(0.100) (70) (375) require considerable 
.28 - 572.3 - 394.3 detail work and 
(0.101) (83) (250) asspmbly. A good 
.28 - 46'l 
-
394.3 finibh would be re-
(0.101 (67) (250) quired for corr0sion I 
protection. Heavy 
compared to laminates. 
.8 - 558.5 6 1255.4 Sections and panels 
(0.29) (81) (110) (J 300) fabricated to suit 
.8 - 586 6 1199.8 application. Would 
(0.29 (85) (110) (1700) require considerable 
detail WO£K and 
assembly. Good corro-
sion resistance. 
Weight is a problem. 
.45 - 758.5 
-
866.5 As with the steel 
(0.162) (110) (1100) alloys, weight saving 
over steel but mate-
rial is costly. 
" 
! 
TABLE V-2. NETAL COUPLES* 
Group Ne ta llurgical Category E.N.F. Permissible Couples 
No. (Volt) 
1 Gold, solid and plated; gold- *0.15 0 
2 Rhodium, graphite *0.05 
3 Silver, solid or plated; 0 ) 
high silver alloys 
d 
I 
4 Nickel, solid or plated; -0.15 ,~ 
monel metal, high nickel-
copper alloys, titanium 
5 Copper, solid or plated; low -0.20 
brasses or bronzes; silver 
s')lder; German silver; high 
<;> copper-nickel alloys; nickel-
chromium alloys; Austenitic 
stainless steels 
6 Commercial yellow brasses -0.25 ) bronzes 
7 High brasses and bronzes; -0.30 ) Naval brass; Nuntz metal 
8 18% chromium type corrosion- -0.35 ( ) 
resistant steels 
9 Chromium, plated; tin, plateu; -0.45 
1 1~"J., chromium type corrosion- I , , 
i 
! , 
resistant steels 
10 Tin-plate; terneplate; tin- -0.50 
lead solders 
-l 1---
11 Lead, solid or plated; high o ,-- • oJ"') ( 
lead alloys 
12 Aluminum, wrought alloys of -0.60 I I 0 the Duralumin type 
13 Iron, wrought, gray or -0.70 A malleable; plain carbon and r J ~ ~I j 0\" alloy steels, armcO iron , 
, 
, 
" 
• 
TABLE V-2. METAL COUPLES* (continued) 
Group 
No. 
14 
:---
15 
16 
17 
18 
E. M. F. Metallurgical Category (Volts) Permissible Couples 
Aluminum, wrought alloys other -0.75 ! than Duralumin type; ah .. minum, cast alloys of the silicon 
type 
,. 
Aluminum, cast alloys otnpr 
-0.80 
than silicon type; cadmium, ) ( plated and chromated 
Hot-dip-zinc plate; Galvanized -1.05 
I steel Zinc, wrought; zinc-base die- -1.10 casting alloys; zinc, pldted 
Nagnesium .lad magnesium-base -J.60 
• alloys cast or wrought 1/ 
Members of groups connected by lines are consiGerp.d to fon>; permis-sible couples. These permissiblr, couples should not be construed to be totally devoid of galvanic action, but rather to represent an 
acceptably 10" galvanic (ffect. 0 indicateH the most cathodic 
mer l.ler of the series, • an anC'dic member) and the arrows the 
anodic direction. 
2/ Alu:ninurn alloys 5052, 505b, 535b, 6061, and 606) are considered to form permissible couples with magnesium alloys. 
* Ref('rence: MSC Design and Procedure Standard Number 63, ,. 2. 
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b. Non-Meta11ics - The principal considerations for non-metals 
shall be their mec~anical properties and their resistance capabilities to 
flammability and off-gassing. A review of non-meta1lics considered for 
the utensil/hand cleansing fixture has shown different materials to be 
unacceptable for usage in space system 9pplication while others are pre-
ferred. 
1) Unacceptable Non-Meta1lics - The fo:lowing materials 
are unacceptable for usage of the cleansing fixture: 
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 
Shatterable Material 
PVC shall not be used on manned 
spacecraft except under the fol-
lowing condition: PVC's surface 
temperature will net exceed 322.04°K 
(1200 F) and pressure will not be 
less tban 20.68 x 103 N/m2 (3 psia). 
Material which can sh<3ttcr shall 
n:'"'t be used in the: cre\oJ compart.ment 
unless positive collection protection 
is provide J .. 
2) Non-Metallics Considered for the Utensil/Hand Cleanoing 
Fixture - Ta~le V-3 identifies the non-metalli,c nlatcrials to be considered 
in the preliminary design of the cleansing fL:tllre. This material ll,t is 
prejJared for information and for use in determining canJidate materials 
appropriate for the utenwLl/hand cleansing [[xLure. The first choice ,)[ 
materials for the enclosure dome is pl)iycarbonate due to high chemical 
resistance and can be easily worked and formcd. The skin cf the c.3binct 
shall be constructed of a lightweight material. 
4. Allocation of Performance Budc'cts 
a. Water Usage and Balance - W.3ter balance tests were con-
ducted during each task o To facilitate the recording of data, ""t and 
dry bulb temperature re.lding. of the b1o\1er air .. ere recordpd "hen tho 
system simulated a handwashing (the system was purged for 4 seconds to 
simulate a wet cycle, then purged again for 10 sec (rinse) 24 seconus 
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MATERIAL 
Phenolic Glass 
Laminate 
Polyester Glass 
Fiber Laminate 
Po1yimide Glass 
Laminate 
ABS High Impact 
Acrylic 
Po1ycarbonate 
",-,,,' •• ~,,,,,",,, ,.- "~~""---""'''''''''-'", •.• '>-I''''~" 
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TABU V-3. NON-METALLIC STRUCTURAL MATERIAL CANDIDATES FOR FIXTURE DESIGN 
(/ 
'...-~ ') 
~ 
WEIGHT FLEXIBLE TENSILE T;MPACT MAX SER STRENG~ STRENGTH r. ~'ll"'''~.'~''' TEMP 
.. 1'·'--"" kg/m3xl;)4 N/m2xlO N/m2xl06 m-kg/cm oK 
(1h/in3) (1000 PSI) (1000 PSI) (FT-LB/IN) (oF) 
.18 
- 68.9 1.1 477.6 Skin Same as epoxy glass but (0.065 (10) (20) (400) Frame not as strong and chemical 
Details resistsnce is poor. Might 
not meet flammability 
and/o~ outgassing reqmts • 
• 18 103.4 68.9 .27 477 .6 Same as epoxy glass but ! (0.065T) (15) (10) (5) (400) not as strong. Fair 
~hemical resistance. Might 
not meet flammability and/ 
or outgassing requirements •. 
.188 386 1039.3 .93 699.82 Same as epoxy glass an~ (0.068) (56) (150) (17) (800) nearly as strong. Higll 
temperature resistance. 
Would meet flammability 
and outgassing requirements. 
Cost might be a factor • 
• 102 55.2 41.4 .44 366.5 Skin & Molded or fabricated into (0.037 (8) (6) (8) (200) Details details; easy to work with; 
fair chemical resistance; 
probably would not meet 
flammability requirements. 
16.72 68.9 48.3 .082 3665 Same as ASS except mate-(6.041) (10) (7) (1.5) (200) rial has poor resistance 
to organics • 
• 12 96.5 62 .544 366.5 Skin & Stronger material than ASS. (0.043) (14) (9) (10) (200) Details Good chemical resistance. 
Easily handed and worked. 
Expensive. 
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TABLE V-3. NON-METALLlC STRUCTURAL MATERIAL CANDIDATES FOR FIXTURE JESIGN (continued) 
, 
WElGHT FLEXIBLE TENSILE IMPACT MAX SER 
STRENGT~ STRENGTH STRENGTH TEHP MATERIAL kg/m3xlOI+ N/m2xlO N/m2",106 m-k8lcm OK 
(lb/in3) (1000 PSI) (1000 PSI) (FT-LB/IN) (oF) 
Polyimide .139 103.4 
-
.054 533.2 Skin, Very strong material as 
(0.050) (15) (1) (500) Details, compared to most plastics. 
Frame Machinable, good dim. sta-
bility. Excellent chemical 
! resistance. Ma'J be com-
pression molded, good flam- I 
mability and Quca3siog I 
characteristics. Expensive. I 
Epoxy Glass .18 1172 IJn1.2 3.3 422 Skin Laminated ioto any configu-
Laminate (0,1' . (170) (1/so ) (60) (300) Frame ration. High strength/ 
"High "Edge Details weight ratio. Cost involved 
Strength" in making molds. Would 
36% f{''''in probably meet flammability 
requirement, but would 
require tes t. No special 
finish required. ~!aterial 
is easily repairable. Goo,' 
chemical resistance. 
I 
Kydex (.066) (10200) (6500) (736) (180) Easily molded copolymer 
(Acrylic/PVC). Will not meet 
toxicity, off-gassing and 
flame requirements. 
<: 
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later, which allowed for soap and wash cycle). By use of a psychrometric 
chart A G/#dA were obtained and plotted against time as in Figure IV-6 
From this, an average value of A G/ffodA was found and the water loss to 
the ambient air through the blower was ~etennined. The water left in the 
system atmospher{' can be determined from the end point of Figure IV-6 at 
120 sec. 
Table V-4 summarizes the total water usage for each of the 
following activities: handwashing, laboratory utensil cleansing, shaving 
and cleaning razor, brushing teeth, wetting hair, anc. a "sponge-type" 
body wash. Also the total amount of water that was unaccounted f~r after 
considering water loss to the system atmosphere and to the ambient is 
given, 
TABLE V-4. SUNMARY OF WATER USAGE AND BAJ..ANCE 
-
Total Water Water Lost Water Left Total 
Water Transferred to Ambient in System Unaccounted 
Usage(ml) to Towel (rol) Environ o (rol) Water (ml) 
Handwashing 182.6 2.2 6.85 .062 18.5 
Utensil 134.2 1.84 5.4 .045 15.6 
Cleansing 
Shaving 681.25 4.3 22.5 .20 2.35 
Brushing 143.75 .85 4.75 .043 - 5.6 
Teeth 
Hair Wetting 68.75 6 2.3 .02 14.43 
Body Wash 250~~ 
- - - -
* Water Balance not perfor~ed 
~o find the total water us~~e per day, assume the follow-
ing constraints: 
o Ten handwashings/day/crewperson 
o One utensil cleansing/day/crewperson 
o Two body washes/week/crewperson 
V-IO 
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0 Two brushing teeth/day/crewperson 
0 One shaving/day/crewperson 
0 Two hair wettings/week/crewperson 
By use of the following formula, the total water us<:.ge 
for each activity was determined and is listed in Tsble V-5: 
Total Water Usage: # crewman x # operations/day x wa>er 
usage/ activity 
TABLE V-5 TOTAL WATER USAGE 
ACTIVITY WATER USAGE/DAY 
Handwe~hing 1.28 x 104 ml (28 Ibs) 
Utensil Cleansing 1.83 x 103 ml (4 Ibs) 
Shaving 4.8 x lOJ ml (10.6 Ib") 
Brushing Teeth 2.02 x 103 ml (4.45 Ibs) 
Hair Wetting 1.4 x 102 ml ~031 lbs) 
Body Wash 500.5 ml (101 Ibs) 
bo ~ - A power budget time line for the automatic hand-
washing sequence is shown in Figure V-I. 
1) Blower Energy Requirement - The total blower power 
c('nsumption/day equals the blower power (18 watts) multiplied L,y the 
operation time and the number of operations per day. 
The blower must remain on durin6 the entire hand-
washing sequence for water collection and visibility requirements. The 
average blower on time for each activity is as follows: 
0 Handwashing: 67 sec 
0 Utensil Clean.'ing: 63 sec 
0 Shaving: 287 3ec 
0 Brushing Teeth: 163 sec 
<) Hair Wetting: 108 sec 
o Body Wash: 120 sec 
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Figure V-I. Automatic Operation Time Sequence tor 10.34 x 104 N/m2 (15 psi) 
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Table V-6 summarizes the blower energy requirement for each 
of the above activities. 
TABLE V-6 BLOWER ENERGY REQUIREMENT 
ACTIVITY JOULES/DAY 0"ATT-HRS/DAY) 
Handweshing 8.44 x 104 (23.45) 
Utensil Cleansing 7.94 x 103 (2.21) 
Shaving 3.62 x 104 (lU.05) 
Brushing Teeth 4.11 x 104 (11.41) 
Hair Wetting 3.89 x 103 (l.08) 
Body Wash 4.32 x 103 (1. 2) 
TOTAL 177.85 x 103 (49.4) 
2) Water Heat~r Energy Requirement - To find the total 
water heater energy requirement, the following formula and variables 
were used: 
o Q ~ MCp I!. T 
o M ~ 22.06 kg (48.63 Ib) 
o 2860 K (55 0 F) = temperature of ambient water 
o 320.40 K (1170 F) = temperature of water desired 
From this then, the water heater energy requirement is 3.2 x 106 joules/day 
(884 watt-hrs/day) assuming zero heat loss to ambient. 
3) Water Pump Energy Requirement - The total time the water 
pump is operating per washing for each activity is as follows: 
o Handwashing: 11 sees 
o Utensil Cleansing: 16 sees 
o Shaving: 43 sees 
o Brushing Teeth: 9 sees 
o Hair Wetting: 4 sees 
o Body Wash: 15 sees 
v-13 
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Given that the water pump power is 42 watts, then the total water pump 
energy consumption is 5.7 x 104 joules/day (15.7 watt-hrs/day). 
4) Water Solenoid Valve - The total time the water 
solenoid valve is open per washing fluid flowing is as follows: 
o Handwashing: 16.6 sees 
o Utensil Cleansing: 23.3 secs 
o Shaving: 61.93 secs 
o Brushing Teeth: 13.07 secs 
o Hair Wetting: 6.25 sees 
o Body Wash: 22.7 secs 
The water solenoid valve has a power of 7 watts. Therefore, the total 
energy requirement of the solenoid valve 14 x 103 joules/day (3.9 watt-
hrs/day). 
5) Soap Solenoid Valve - The soap solenoid va).ve is in 
use only during the handwashing and utensil cleanSing activity. The time 
the solenoid is open per washing (fluid flowing) is as follows: 
o Handwashing: 3.3 secs 
o Utensil Cleansing: 3.24 sees 
The soap solenoid valve has a power of 7 watts. The total energy require-
ment is then 1.8 x 103 joules/day (.5 watt-hrs/day). 
6) Light Assembly - The power of the fluorescent light 
fixture is 8 watts and is required to remain on during the same time 
period the blower is. The total energy requirement for the light is then 
79.1 x 103 joules/day (22.03 watt-hrs/day). 
c. Environment Impact 
1) Towel Latent Penalty - Using the amount of water trans-
ferred to a towel during hand drying for each activity (Section IV) and the 
formula: 
V-14 
Towel Latent Penalty = Water transfer x heat of vaporiza-
tion to towel 
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The towel latent penalty for eRch activity is summari~ed 
in Table V-7. 
TABLE V-7 TOWEL LATENT PENALTY 
I--
ACTIVITY JOULES/DAY (BTU/DAY) 
Handwashing l,4l x 103 (420) 
Utensil Cleansing 29.4 x 103 (28) 
Shaving 70.21 x 103 (66.5) 
Brushing Teeth 29.4 x 103 (28) 
Hair Wetting 27.5 x 103 (26) 
Bodv Wash 12.6 x 103 (12) 
2) Maximum Sensible Heat - The maximum sensible load 
per washing is calculated as follows: 
Sensihle Load = (usage) ~ 
o ~h = 13.67 BTU/kg (6.2 BTU/1b) per MCR 75-347 
o Blower Blow Rate = 7.4 x 10-3 m3/sec = 7.1 x 10-3 
kg/sec (j6 lbs/hr) 
Table V-8 summarizes the maximum sensible heat for 
each activity. 
TABLE V-8 MAXIMUM SENSIBLE HEAT 
ACTIVITY JOULES/DAY (BTU/DAY) 
Handwashing 469 x 103 (455) 
Utensil Cleansing 45.22 x 103 (42.7) 
Shaving 20.58 x 104 (194.6) 
Brushing Teeth 233.8 x 103 (221. 2) 
Hair Wetting 22.022 x 103 (21.02) 
I Joely Wash 28.73 x 103 (27.23) 
TOTAL 1004.6 x 103 (961.75) 
V-15 
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3) Maximum Latent Load - To find the maximum latent load 
per washing, the following formula is used: 
( 1 lb ) Latent Load = (Usage)(Mass)( A grains) 7000 grains (heat 
of vapori.zation). A G is the average number of grains lost to the ambient 
air for the time period the blower is on. (Refer to·Figure IV-6.) Table 
V-9 summarizes the total latent load for each activity. 
TABLE V - 9 LATENT LOAD 
ACTIVITY JOULES/DAY (BTU/DAY) 
Handwashing 5.25 x 105 (497) 
Utensil Cleansing 47.3 x 103 (44.8) 
Shaving 2.25 x 105 (212.8) 
Brushing Teeth 25.62 x 104 (242.2) 
Hair Wetting 24.2 x 103 (23) 
Body Wash 26.9 x 103 (25.5) 
TOTAL 1.1 ~ 106 (1045.3) 
d. Weight 
1) Equivalent Weight - The total system penalties can be 
reduced to a common equivalent weight by knowing the payload penalties for 
power and heat load. These penalties are calculated based on the extra 
equipment necessary to accommodate the additional loads. Given the penalty 
equivalents in Table V-lO, the equivalent weight impact per day to the 
spacecraft's system for each of the following conditions are summarized 
in Tables V-II and V-12 respectively: 
V-l6 
o Ten handwashings, I utensil cleansing, I shaving, 
2 brushing teeth, .286 hair wetting, .286 body wash 
per crewperson 
iI i 
, 
• • 
o Five handwashings, 1 utensil cleansing, 1 shaving, 
2 brushing teeth, .286 hair wetting, .286 body wash 
per crewperson 
I-.--T~~ Y.". W. ~QUI V ~~!'! l'!~ ~IGH:r .. P'El-!t:LTlES 
PENALTY TYPE EQUIVALENT RATIO 
_ • •• w. • ~ __ • __ ••• _ ._ •••• ___ • , 
Head added directly into cabin I .1'18 kg/joule/sec 
must be removed with cabin !', (.128 lbs/BTU/hr) 
cooling circuit • 
• _.~ .. _. __ ._ "'-'~~'''''' __ '''''''_ ... '0°"" 
Continuous DC Power 
Continuous AC power 
'----_ ......• " -.. "- . __ .-
7.4 x 10-5 kg/joules 
(591 lbs/KW) 
8.95 x 10-5 kg/joules 
(710 lbs/KW) 
I j 
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TABLE V-ll EQUIVALENT WEIGHT IMPACT (10 Handwashings, 7 Utensil Cleansings, 
7 Shavings, 14 Brushing Teeth, Hairwettinga, and Body Wash 
Included) 
PENALTY EQUIVALENT WEIGHT 
TOTAL WATER USAGE 22.06 kg (48.63 lb) 
.-
Blower Energy 177.85 x 103 joules/day 15.92 kg 
(AC): (49.4 watt-hrs/day) (35.07 lbs) 
Water Heater 3.2 x 106 joules/day 2.4 x 102 kg 
Energy (DC): (884 watt-hrs/day) (522.4 lbs) 
Light (AC): 49.38 x 104 joules/day 44.2 kg 
(137.17 watt-hrs/day) (97.4) 
Water Pump 5.7 x 104 joules/day 4.2 kg 
Energy (DC): (15.7 watt-hrs/day) (9.3 Ibs) 
Water Solenoid 14.3 x 103 joules/day 1.06 kg 
Valve (DC): (4 watt-hra/day) (2.4 lbs) 
Soap Solenoid 1.8 x 103 joules/day .133 kg 
Valve (DC): (.5 watt-hrs/day) (.3 lbs) 
TOTAL JOULE~/DAY (WATT-HRS/DAY): 
3.38 x 10 (952.1) 
Towel Latent 610.1 x 103 joules/day 
Penalty: (580.5 BTU/day) 
Sensible 1004.6 x 103 joules/day 
Heat: (961. 75 BTU/day) 
Latent 1.1 x 106 joules/day 
Load: (1045.3 BTU/day) 
TOTAL JOULE~/DAY (BTU/DAY): 
2.72 x 10 joules/day 6.2 kg 
(2587.55 BTU/day) (13.8 Ib) 
TOTAL EQUIVALENT WEIGHT DUE TO PENALTIES 333.76 kg 
(729.3 lb) 
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TABLE V-12 EQUIVALENT WEIGHT UIPACT (5 Ilandwashings, 7 Utensil Cleansings, 7 Shavings, 14 Brushing Teeth, Hairwettings, lIud Body ~Iash Included) 
PENALTY EQUIVAI.!·:NT WEIGHT 
TOTAL WATER USAGE 15.66 kg (34.-+6 Ib) 
Blower Energy 13.57 x 104 joules/day 12.15 kg (AC): (37.675 watt-hrs/day) (27.75 Ib) 
Water Heater 2.3 x 106 joules/day 170.2 kg Energy (DC): (626.7 watt-hrs/day) (370.4 Ib) 
Light (AC): 37.63 x 104 joules/day 33.68 (104.6 I<att-hrs/day) (74.3 ) 
Water Pump 4.04 x 104 joules/dr.y 2.99 kg (DC) : (11.22 watt-hrs/day) (6.63 Ib) 
Water Solenoid 9.93 x 103 joules/day 
.73 kg (DC) : (2.76 watt-hrs/day) (1.63 lb) 
Soap Solenoid 97 x 103 joules/day 
.072 kg (DC): (.27 watt-hrs/day) (.16 Ib) 
TOTAL JOULE~/DAY (WATT-HRS/DAY): 
2.55 x 10 (695.445) 
Towel Latent 389.61 x 103 joules/day 
Penalty: (370.5 BTU/day) 
fensible 770.1 x 103 joules/day Heat: (707.02 :CTU/day) 
Latent 842.1 x 103 joules/day Load: (796.82 BTU/day) 
TOTAL JOULES/D1Y (BTU/DAY): 4.6 kg 2001.81 x 10 (1874.34) (10 Ib) 
TOTAL 240.08 kg 
(525.33 Ib) 
-
'-
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2) Total Weight - Table V-13 is a weight estimate for the 
total system. The total weight is then the sum of the equivalent weight 
pLus the componen~ weight. The total weight, therefore, for the utensil/ 
hand ~teansing fixture is 385.86 kg (844.12 1b) for the ten handwashings 
and the other activities. If the 'lUmber of usages for shaving, brushing 
teeth, body wash, hair wetting and utensil cleansing remain the same and 
the number of handwashings reduces to five, the total weight impact upon 
the spacecraft is 292.18 kg (640.15 lb). Figure V-2 is a plot of the 
weight that each activity adds to the total weight of the system. The 
dashed line represents the constant component weight "hat is added to 
each increment of equivalent weight. 
e. Volume 
1) Space Rack - The volume of a single space lab rack is 
.73 m3 (25.77 ft3). The volume of the rack is ... tilized from the floor to 
a height of 1.77 m (70 in). 
below: 
2) System - The volume ear.h system utilizes is summarized 
Water Distribution System: 4502 cm3 (274 in3) 
Soap Distribution System: 5080 cm3 (310 in3) 
Microbiological Control System: 2065 cm3 (126 in3) 
Pressurant System: 923 cm3 (56.3 in3) 
Air Distributiofl. System: 9299 cm3 (567 in3) 
Waste Water System: 26374 cm3 (1608 in3) 
Electrical Subsystem: 6133 cm3 (374 in3) 
Total Volume UtiEzed: 54376 cm3 (3315.3 in3) 
B. SYSTEM DESIGN DETAIL 
1. Structures 
a. Mechanical - Figure V-3 shows the mechanical schematics 
of the Utensil/hand cleansing fixture. potable water shall enter tile system 
through a positive isolation disconnect at tHe coupling interface. The 
water shall then be heated to the desire' temperature in the hot water hol-d-
ing tank. When the foot water control SwiLch is activated, the solenoid 
V-20 
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TABLE V-13 COMPONENT ESTIMATE WEIGHT 
UNIT 
HARDWARE Wt Kg TOTAL Wt 
DESCRIPTION (lb) QTY Kg (lb) 
WATER DISTRIBUTION 
SYSTEM: 
Positive Isolation .57 (1.28) 1 .57 (1.28) 
Disconnect 
Hot Water Holding 1.23 (2.7) 1 1.23 (2.7) 
Tank 
Water Heater .4 \ .88) 1 .4 (.88) 
Element 
Water Heater 2.27 (5.0) 1 2.27 (5.0) 
Thermostat 
Water Metering .34 (.75) 1 .34 (.75) 
Valve 
Soleno~d Valve .14 (.3125) 1 .14 (.3125) 
Back Com:.:nnination .22 (.5) 1 .22 (.5) 
Device 
IJater Nozzle .07 (.156) 1 .07 (.156) 
Drin~(.ing Water .45 (1.0) 1 .45 (1.0) 
Dispenser 
Tubing .0635 (.14) 1 .0635 (.14) 
Fittings and .0454 (.1) 14 .6356 (1.4) 
Coupling Nuts 
Flexible Tube .054 (.12) 1 .054 (.12) 
SOAP DISTRIBUTION 
SYSTEM: 
Soap Bladder Tank 1 (2.2) 1 1 (2.2) 
Solenoid Valve .14 (.3125) 1 .14 (.3125) 
Flow Nozzle .0363 (.08) 1 .0363 (.08) 
Tubing .141 (.31) 1 .141 (.31) 
·.1 
Fittings and .0454 (.1) 4 .182 (.4) 
Coupling Nuts 
Flexible Tube .U454 (.1) 1 .0454 (.1) ; ... ~ V-21 
TABLE V-13 COMPONENT ESTIMATE WEIGHT (Cont'd) 
UNIT 
HARDWARE Wt K/l TOTAL Wt 
DESCRIPTION (lb) QTY Kg (lb) 
MICROBIOLOGICAL 
CONTROL SYS'_~EM: 
Disinfectal'.t Bladder .55 (1022) 1 .55 (1.22) 
Tank 
Solennld v.:!l·.re .14 (.3125) 1 .14 (.3125) 
Disinfectant Nozzle .07 (.156) 3 .21 (.468) 
Tubing .141 (.31) 1 .141 ( .31) 
Fitting and .0454 (.1) 6 .272 (.6) 
Coupling Nuts 
PRESSURANT SYSTEM: 
Positive Isolation .57 (1.28) 1 .57 (1.28) 
Disconnect 
Pressure Regulator .5 (1.1) 1 .5 (1.1) 
Isolation Valve .34 (.75) 3 1.02 (2.25) 
Tubing .49 (1.09) 1 .49 (1.09) 
Fitting anJ .0454 (.1) 13 .59 (1.3) 
Coupling Nuts 
AIR DISTRIBU'rION 
SYSTEM: 
I Liquid-Gas Separator 2.25 (5) 1 2.25 (5) I Blower .n (.25) 1 .11 (.25) 
Charcoal Filter 1.67 (3.7) 1 1.67 (3.7) 
Tubing .49 (1.09) 1 .49 (1.09) 
Fitting and .0454 (.1) 6 .272 (.6) 
Coupling Nuts 
V-22 
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TABLE V.13 COMPONENT ESTIMATE-WEIGHT (Cont'd) 
UNIT 
II1IRDWARE Wt Kg TOTAL Wt 
DESCRlprION (lb) QTY Kg (lb) 
WASTE WATER 
SYSTEM: r 
Maintainable Filter .9 P) 1 .9 (2) 
Pump positive .57 (1.28) 2 1.14 (2.56) 
Isolation Disconnect 
Water ptlmp 1.6 (3.5) 1 1.6 (3.5) 
Waste Water Bladder 2.6 (5.7j 1 2.6 (5.7) 
Tank 
Isolation Valve .34 (.75) 3 1.02 (2.25) 
Positive Isolation .57 (1.28) I .57 (1.28) 
Disconnect 
Two Phase Tubing .113 (.25) I .113 (.25) 
Tubing .213 (.47) 1 .213 (.47) 
Fittings and .0454 (.1) 16 .726 (1.6) 
Coupling Nuts 
STRUCTURAL SUBSYSTEM: 19.2 (42) 1 19.2 (42) 
ELECTRICAL SUBSYSTEM: 6.75 (15) 1 6.75 (15) 
TOTAL 52.1 (114.82) 
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valv,¢ o.p't:!;n~ .;tuJ water shall b~ d.alivere~l to the en~lC'.sure thn")I.~~h the 
pot'\"lvide,,\ m)~zl~~ A. Ul.ctet'ing, valve shall be inatailed behind. the solenoid 
valve s,,' that th~ wat~r flow ra.te ..:an be adjusted.. A back cl"\l\taminatiol\ 
device shall be il\('l1orp~)rat~\'l so that bactet·,i.a shall be prevented iu g('in£ 
ba .. 'k thl'oug,h th~ water supply system froUl the el\cl~")sure. A dt'inking water 
di~Pf;;H\s.el· with a bad, l'ontaminathm devi~e will I.~:S~ water directly from 
th~ pl.,table watel' line. 
s.~"\.;tp shall be scoL'ed i.hHing th~ ~\\t.i.I:e misslI..-ln in the 
soap bladdl¢f ta1\k. Nitrogtm g,;;t.:i~ wnil'h enters thl.! ~ystell\ througl.-. 'he 
('\,"\I,lpling, i\\tel'fa\':~~ ::ohall be u!!oed to pr\.'vide .;l pressure behi,: ..... the Sl"lap 
whi~~h, wh\;l;\\ the SI:,l\;l;ll\."li.d vo;jlve is open, will UH..l\'e up intI,) the soap n(H~,l.le 
and ilow lntl-l the enchl:!H.U;e. 'l'h~ same p,;bwiple 1.5 \I:il;.'!~l t\.") deliver the 
\.li::ii\\f~\,'taut whh'h :-ihall al~\.) be: ~t~)n~d in a bladdt!f tank .. 
Watet' and :l.oap \u.i,.xed with ah' :ihall le.:tvl;.'! the enclosure 
thrl."\\tgh an optH\ln,g in its basin and shall travel tl) the llq\lid.gas 
s'¢r~ll'at"r. The air shall be feU\lWed [1"I.1olU t,h~ U:S ~y a bhl\~er and Shall 
b¢ transtel,:r~d tll the c.;lbln aU\bi~nt. Th~ water sh..tll \"'01lel't in the 
::il.uup o_t the L(:S until it is tull, at \I.'hh:h tim..! the water pump shall be 
activat~d ami .:ihclll reml've the watel.'. The Wi.i.:llt!: watet' shall either toe 
"teli,vet'ed di\'~l';'ly tv the vehicle wa::ot~ water line 0L' ::ohall be ~tored 
tl)}; eU\e\'~enl'Y Pl.u·p(lSeS in a wa:it~ water bladdtH' tank within the cleansing 
sY:i.tem. Nitl'o~en gas shdll be pl'v\'i.d~u S\.l that the waste watet' tl'\.')}U 
chi:; tank C'i:h\ event\\.;lll." toe ulO\'eu to the vehi~'le Wi;l::ite water line. 
b. IU¢;.;trh':al ,;md C\.l\\tnll - I:o'"i!:.ul,.'e \'-4 repleSents th-c elc~'trl\'.;ll 
<'\ an~l \,:\)\\tr\.\l dr.:-twlng tvr the ('le,:H\:;lng tistu\,\.!. A ll, VAC 1 116. 400 Hz p\.\\\'tH' 
~\.'\ll',:e o;jn~l ;l ::$ \'l!\.~ ~)~\we\' !h'ml.'\.:e $h;,i t 1 b~ pr\,.'v id~d t\.) t,he ~vst~U\ ~t t.ht! 
~'\'_)\lpliHg interi.;1l'e. A 5 v\.\lt l'~\ntr\.\l \.'ir~'ul( that initiatt!;$ from a p\.\w~r 
s\\pply whld\ I:hangt!s t.h~ ~~ VDl: \"'in'uil t.~\ a .') \'DC shall a..::tiv3t~ t.he relays 
whid\ l'\\\\t\'l"ll the ~l~h·t.l,.'i~'al "("\l\\~H\l\e\\t.:> in th~ i.'le~:H\::;i\\g ti:o;.rHr~. The 
ill\i,H't!s~'c\\l ll~ht sh-ill he .;\l'ti\'.;lti;hl uL:mualty toy \.'l~l,:>ins the li~ht ,,,win'h 
pn)vli.lcd \-'1\ tht! \.'\,l\Hl'\.\l p;il;\\el. Wh~n the !l.e\l\\~\\\.'c nwdc s\-"it\.'t, i=i in the 
~I.\tl'm~t i~' p\l:dt l.\\\, a ') VIX.: \'~la\' !l.h.;lll b~ .;tl.:t i\,:ltc\l t\\l" th~ bl\)wt!l', dl::;-
lntc\..'t;:lnt :!.l.l1~l\vht. water pump, wate\, :i~ll\;!:\\\'\i\l and !i\\ap ~\.)lelwi\'1 whli..'h 
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closes contacts which allow the current to flow to these components. The 
blower shall be r~e only electrical component which operates using the 
115 VAC. All other components shall be powered by the 28 VDC power source. 
When the sequence mode switch is in the manual position, 
a 5 VDe relay shall activate the blower, disinfectant solenoid and water 
pump as before during automatic operation. However, to activate the soap 
and water solenoid, the appropriate foot switch shall be depressed which 
closes the circuit allowing activation of the 5 VDC relay. In turn, the 
soap and water solenoid are then operable. The automatic sequence is 
applicable to the handwashing activity only. 
2. Top Assembly and Packaging - Packaging of the components of 
the cleansing fixture would need to take into account the neutral body 
position in zero-gravity of a crewperson. 
Investigation into the utenSil/hand cleansing fixture cabinet 
dimensions was initiated for a zero-gravity man interface based upon NASA 
document JSC-0955l, "Neutral Body Posture in Zero-G", MIL-STD-1472 and 
AMRL-TR-70-5. The dimensions of the csbinet were selected to fit a 5th 
percentile female to a 95th percentile male. Using these dimenSions, the 
final enclosure cabinet design has the dimensions as shown in Figure V-5 
The design was selected so as to allow as little body movement for both 
extreme body dimensions as possible. 
Figure V-6 shows the upper portion of the fi~ture cabinet 
and the eyes level of both the 95th percentile male and the 5th percentile 
female. For both the 95th percentile male and the 5th percentile female, 
the control panel is located very near their line of sight, therefore. the 
lights and switches are easily noted. It was determined from Figure V-6 
that a mirror which pivoted from the top would be desirous so that each 
crewperson could adjust it to their own visual preference since the crew 
height varied to a great extent. 
The width of the overall cabinet is such that it will fit 
within a spacelab rack 572 mm (22.52") in width. All valves and filters 
are located toward the front of the cabinet for easy maintenance. The 
front panel below the enclosure is removable as is a panel behind the 
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enclosure so that these units are easily reached. The hinged mirror can 
be opened toward the crewpersoll to pr.ovide access to the ,,,,;ircuit breJ.l1rers 
and electrical components. 
The upper portion of the cabinet was indented so t!lat the light 
would illuminate the ~ork area in the cleansing fixture. The ~irror was 
indented beyond this point so that it also would be illuminated. Figure 
V-7 shows the final top assembly anrl packaging schematic which incorporates 
th~ ahove features for the utensil/hand ,.'lean"ing fixture. 
C. PERFORMANCE PEQUlREMENTS 
1. Personnel Utilization - The utensil/hand cleansing fixture shall 
be designed so as to accommodate both a 5th percentile female and a 95th 
percentile male in both a one .. and zero-gravity environment. The functio'.lS 
that shall be capable of being performed in the fixture include h.ndwashing, 
shaving, laboratory utensil cleansing, brushing teeth, hair wetting and 
body washing. The size of the individual components are designed so as to 
confo~ with the following usage constraints: 
o Maximum of 10 handwashings per day per crewperson 
o One utensil cleansing per day per crewperson 
o Two body washes per week per crewperson 
o Two teeth brushing activities per day per crewperson 
o On~ shaving per day per crewperson 
o Two hair wetting activities per w~ek per crewperson 
A hot water holding tank sized for 2.27 kg (5 pounds) with a 
50 watt heating element shall have the water temperature thermostatically 
controlled to 320.4°K (ll70 F). As hot water is withdrown by demand, ccld 
water at 286.3 0 K (550 F) will be added to the tank. The heQ~ing element 
will he activated when water temperature drops below 320.~0K (117°F). 
Table V-l4 tabulates water temperature in the holding tank as water is 
withdrawn for a handwashing. 
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TIME (MIN) 
Increase in 
Temperature 
Due to Heat 
Input (oF) 
Temperature 
Loss Due to 
Cold-Hot 
Water Mix-
ing (OF) 
Net Change 
in Tempera-
ture (OF) 
Tempera ture 
in Water 
Tank (oF) 
Handwashing 
._---,. 
' .• 
0 1 2 
0 +.57 +.57 
0 -5 0 
0 -4.43 +.57 
117 112.57 113.14 
X I 
-------
TABLE V-14 WATER TEMPERATURE AFTER ONE (1) WASHING 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
+.57 +.57 +.57 +.57 +.57 +.57 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
+.57 +.57 +.57 +.57 +.57 +.57 0 
113.71 114.28 114.85 115.42 115.99 116.56 117 
._-
- ------ --
10 11 12 13 14 15 
.- ~-. . ~--. 
--
.. _ .. _-
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
.. 
117 117 117 117 117 117 
\ 
- i 
"1 
\' I 
. ,....... \ 
f-
t 
\ 
',,- -,-,.::c .... ; 
Table V-14 shows that nine (9) minutes ~fter the handwashing, 
the temperature in the holding tank hac recovered 100 percent. Te deter-
mine the shortest time that seven (7) ha.~dwashings could take place and 
still be within the water temperature confClrt range, Table V-IS "as tabu-
lated. The effect of one (1) handwashing at five (5) minute intervals was 
calculated. 
Table V-IS shows that seven (7) handwashings can be completed 
in 1800 seconds (3U minutes) with the water temperature still above the 
314.1oK (IOSOF) minimum. An additional 1230 seconds (20.5 minutes) will 
be required after the last handwashing for the water temperature to again 
reach 320.~oK (ll?oF). 
2. Operation - Table V-16 summarizes the operations sequence for 
both the aut·)matic and manual mode for the unit. 
3, Maintenance - Components which require routine maintenance shall 
be located in easily accessible areas in the cleansing unit. These items 
include the charcoal filter and the water line filter. Those items which 
require operational maintenance shall also be located in easily accessible 
areas which are on the front side of the cleansing unit. These components 
include the pre. sure regulator and water metering valve. Isolation valves 
shall be located for ease of operation in periods of refilling the soap and dis-
infectant storage tanks. Positive isolation disconnects shall be located 
on either side of the water pump since this item has a high replacement 
possibility. 
In order to identify all potential subsystem failure symptoms, 
a preliminary mode and effect analysis was prepared. (See Table V-I?) 
The failure mode and effect analysis was completed to the pre-
determined repair level, wh ich on the cleansing fixture' is on the componenc 
replacement level. The analy~is identifies all the component failure modes 
and their corresponding effeccs on the subsystem performance. 
Welded connections and structure were considered to have a 
negligible frequency and were not considered as a possible failure mode 
i" the FMEA. Each failure mode was categorized according to failure 
criticality. 
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TABLE V-IS WATER TEMPERATURE AFTER SEVEN (7) WASHINGS 
TIME (MIN) 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 55.5 1--. 
-
-_. 
Increase in Temperature 
Due to Heat Input (oF) 0 +2.85 +2.85 +2.85 +2.85 +2.85 +2.85 +2.85 +11.7 
Temperature Loss Due to 0 
-5 
-4.79 
-4.63 -4.49 -4.36 
-4.24 -4.13 0 Cold-Hot Water Mixing (oF) 
-_. 
,-~ _ ... --. 
---Net Change in Temp~ra- 0 
-2.15 -1.93 -1. 78 
-1.64 -1.51 -1.39 -1.28 +11.7 ture (oF) 
_ .. -~- ..... --.----,---.. - ..... -, .. ~ _ ............ ------
-' - --_on 
----- r------Temperature in Water 117 114.85 112.91 111.13 109.49 107.98 106.59 105.3 117 Tank (oF) 
-_. 
'1---Handwashing X X X X X X X 
-
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TABLE V-16 OPERATION:; SEQUENCE 
AUT(%\TIC MODE (H3ndwashing Activity Only) 
1. Turn Main Power Switch to "ON" position 
o ~;equence mode switch should be in "OFF" position 
o Pump switch should be in "AlrfO" position 
o Indi"ntor light illuminates on operator's control panel to 
sl,ow water heater is "ON" 
o Two hours required to raise 
(5S0 F) to 32l.4°K (llSoF) 
o 
water temperature from 286.3 K 
o When water temperature re"ches 3"l.40 K (11S0 1'), ind<cator lighL 
on operator's control panel illunlinates to show that the cleansing 
fixture is rcady for use 
2. Turn on Overhead Light if Desired 
3. Turn Sequence Mode Switch to "AUTO" Position 
o Blower immediately starts and illuminates indicator light 
o Automatic cycle begins 
Pre-wet water sprays for 3.8 ""conds 
Soap dispenser sprays for 3.3 seconds 
11. 8 second~ allowed to wash hands with soap 
Rinse water sprays for 1".8 seconds 
13.7 seconds allowed for hand cleaning of fixture 
Pump automatically operates by level switch and is tiT.led to ru,' 
11.0 seconds. 
30 seconds allowed to towel dry hands 
Blower runs an additional 20 seconds to p',rgc system 
4. Turn otf Overhead Light 
NOTE: If 5-second diSinfectant spray is d0sired at end of n"tomatic 
cycle, disinfectant s\..ritch must be placed in ":\UTO" p\lsi.tio~l 
before Step 3 above. 
MANUAL NODE 
1. Perform Step I and 2 of tbe Automatic :'Iode 
2. Tur;1 Sequence Node S""ritch to t'}t,.'.~~UAL" Posi t i on 
:', 
V-J7 
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Table V-l6 lJperatLJ"s Sequence (cant) 
o Blower immediately slarts illuminating indicator light 
a Any of the following operations can be performed manually at 
any time 
Foot switch (not used in "AUra" position) turns on 
water spray for pre-wet or rinse 
Foot switch (not used in "AUTO" position) turns on 
soap spray 
I~ater pump switch should be placed in "AUTO" p"sition 
pump down automatically when LGS sump is full. \,later 
pump switch will turn on water pump and pump out LGS 
sump until switch is turned off. Use for maintenance 
only. 
Disinfectant switch in "MANUAL" position turns on 
disinfectant 
3. Turn off Overhead Light 
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OPERATIONAL SYSTEM 
WATER DISTRIB UTION 
SYSTEM 
o Positive Isolation 
Disconnect 
o t~~ ter Ilea ter /Thermo-
stat 
o Hot Water Holding 
Tank 
o Wat~r Metering 
Valve 
o Solenoid Valve 
(Failed Closed) 
o Solenoid Valve 
(Fail Open) 
o Lack Contamination 
D~vice 
o Wa ter Nozzle 
o Drinking Water 
Dispenser (Skylab 
Design) 
FAILURE MODE 
o Face Seal Leakage 
o Clogged Sy. t em 
o Poppet Closed 
o P,'ppet Open 
o PmV'er Discont inuity 
o Sensor Failure 
o Ruptured Tank 
o Seal Leakage 
o Power Discontinuity 
v Foot Switch Malfunc-
tion 
o Valve Stem Damage 
o Valve Blockage 
(Structural or 
Seal Damage) 
o Clogged •. Reduced 
Efficiency 
o Plugged Nozzie 
o Clogged System 
o Check Valve Failure 
TABLE V-17 
RESULT ON SYSTEM 
o Loss of Fluid 
o Reduced Flow 
o No Fluid Flow 
o No Fluid Flow 
Control 
o Ambient Water 
o No Temperature 
Control 
o Loss of Water 
o Undesirable Fluid 
Pressure at Nozzle 
o Flow Rtoppage 
o No Fluid Flow 
Control 
o Decrease Flow 
o Decrease Flow 
o No Water 
o No Water Flow 
Control 
REPRODUCffilLITY OF THE 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
RE MODE AND EFFECT ANALYSIS - CLEANSING FIXTURE 
DESIGN FEATURE TO 
PREC'~UDE FAILURE 
undant Seals 
ter Required Upstream 
rating Procedur(;.!s 
abUshed 
cedures Established for 
air/Replacement of Unit 
i 
eedures Es tab 11s hed for 
~lem lsolat ion and 
ric/Replacement 
rt-in Safety Factor 
bedures Established for 
lem Isolation and Repair/ 
acement 
11y Override to Activate 
. et 
I 
~al1Y D"verride to Actuate 
tet 
ter Required Upstream 
I 
I 
I 
er aequi red Ups trcUm 
er Required Upstream 
edures Established for 
ir/Replacement of Unit 
CREW ACTION REQUIREn 
o Adjust Mechanism & Replace 
Seals 
o Filter Maintenance 
o Open Poppet per Procedures 
o Repair/Replace 
o Repair/Replace 
o Repair/Replace 
o Repair/Replace per Procedures 
if required 
o Manually Override 
o Manually Override 
o Remove and Clean 
o Remove and Clean 
fJ Routine Filter Maintenance 
o Repair/Replace per Procedures 
) 
SINGLE POINT 
FAILURE 
o No 
o No 
o Yes 
o Yes 
o No 
o Yes 
o Yes 
o No 
o No 
o No 
o No 
o No 
o No 
o No 
o Yes 
,--
FAILURE MODE 
CATEGORY 
III 
III 
III 
III 
III 
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OPERATIONAL SYSTEM 
LIQl'lD SOAP SYSTEM 
o Soap Storage Bladder 
Tank 
o Solenoid Valve 
(Fail Closed) 
o Solenoid Valve 
(Fall Open) 
o Soap Nozzle 
DIS INFEC'rANr SYSTEM 
o Disinfectant Stowage 
Bladder Tank 
o Solenoid Valve 
(Fail Closed) 
o Solenoid Valve 
(Fail Open) 
o Disinfectant Nozzle 
PRESSURANT SYSTEM 
o Positive Isolation 
Disconnect 
v-40 
TABLE V-I? 
FAILURE MODE RESULT ON SYSTEM 
o Increase in Pressure 0 Excessive Amount 
of Soap Dispensed 
o Ruptured Bladder 
o No Pressure on 
Bladder 
o Power Discontinuity 
o Aerated Soap 
(Suds) 
o No Soap 
o Foot Switch Malfunc- 0 Flow Stoppage 
tion 
o Component Failure 
o Valve Blockage 
(Structural or 
Seal Failure) 
o Plugged Nozzle 
o Increas~ in Pressure 
o Ruptured Bladder 
o No Pressure 
o Power Discontinuity 
o No Fluid Flow 
Control 
o Decrease Flow 
o Excessive Amount 
of Soap Dispensed 
o Aerated Mixture 
o No Disinfectant 
o Foot Switch Malfunc- 0 Flow Stoppage 
tion 
o Valve Stem Damage 
o Valve Blockage 
(Structural or 
Seal Failure) 
o Plugged Nozzle 
o Face Seal Leakage 
o Clogged System 
o Poppet Closed 
o Poppet Open 
o No Fluid Flow 
Control 
o Decrease Flow 
o Loss of Fluid 
o Reduced Flow 
o No Fluid Flow 
o No Fluid Flow 
Control 
FAILURE MODE AND EFFECT ANALYSIS - :', 
DESIG'l FEATURE TO 
PRECLUDE FAILURE 
o Pressure Regulator Must Hav, 
a Relief Valve to Prevent . 
System Overpressure 
o Manually Override to A 'cltuat. 
Poppet 
o Manually Override to a ·ctu"t.,". 
Poppet 
., 
o Filter Required Upstream 
o Pressure R~gulator Must Hav.~ 
a Relief Valve to Prevent . 
System Overpressure '. 
o Manually Override to Acti'valt~ 
Poppet 
o Manually Override to Activat:.:. 
Poppet 
o Removable Unit 
o Redundant Seal. 
o Filter Required Upstream 
o Operating Procedures 
Estabilshed 
o Procedures Established for 
Repair/Replacement of Unit 
-----_ .. _---_._- ,. 
CLEANSING FIXTURE (CONTINUED) 
~ 
, 
, 
e 
e 
CREW ACTION REQUIRED 
o Use Bar of Soap 
o Manually Override 
o Manually Override 
o Remove acd Clean 
o Manually Apply Disinfectant 
to Interior Surfaces of 
Cleaning Fixture 
o Manually Override 
o Manually Override 
o Remove and Clean 
o Adjust Mechanism and Replace 
Seals 
o Filter Maintenance 
o Open Poppet per Procedures 
o Repair/Replace 
SINGLE POINT 
FAILURE 
o No 
o No 
o No 
o No 
o No 
o No 
o Yes/No 
o No 
o No 
o No 
o No 
o No 
o No 
o No 
o No 
o No 
o No 
o No 
o Yes 
FAILURE MODE 
CATEGORY 
III 
---~T 
?-:-, 
; j 
OPERATIONAL SYSTEM 
PRE3SURANT SYSTEM 
(CONTINUED) 
o Pressure Regulator 
o Isolation Valves 
(3) 
AIR DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
o Vortex Liquid GaB 
Separator 
o Blower 
o Charcoal Filtcr 
WASTE WATER SYSTEM 
o Maintainable Filter 
(Liquid) 
o Positive Isolation 
Disconnect (2) 
o water Pump 
FAILURE MODE 
o Seal Leakage 
o Seal Leakage 
o Air Flow Low or 
Non-existent 
o Power Discontinuity 
o Output Below Normal 
o Fan Structural 
Failure 
o Clogged Filter 
o Clogged Fil tor 
o Face Seal Leakage 
o Clogg~d :l},::.:tem 
o Poppet Closed 
o Poppet Open 
o Power Discontinuity 
o Bearing Failure 
TABLE V-l7 FAILURE MODI(;! 
RESULT ON SYSI1ll1 
o No Control of CN2 Pressure 
o Undesirable Gas 
Pressure in Sub-
systems 
o No Liquid-Gas 
Separation 
o Low or No Air 
Flol; 
o High !J. P, Low 
Flow 
o High !J. P, Lower 
Flow 
o LOBB of Fluid 
o RC:!Guct..'d Flow 
o No Fluid Flo" 
o No Fluid Flow 
Control 
o System Inoper.ative 
o System !P0perative 
o Pr,Qc,·'§; 
Prob." 
o Maint:' 
o ReJUi.-;~ 
;1 
F 'l ~":, o 1 t(;-:~,~ 
o Oper.3,~n· 
Estab,'j 
o Proce'iti 
Rcpaf~ 
-:} 
"; 
o Proce;:~ 
,'a 
for P.:~ 
Repai~ 
o Beari;?I -,~ 
by So~. 
Befor·j L-__ ' ______________________________________________________ ~
~. 
~" 
:$ 
:~ 
). 
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AND EFFECT ANALYSIS - CLEANSING FIXTURE (CONTINUED) 
pESIGN FEATURE Te 
PRECLUDE FAILup r 
pdures Established for 
em Isolation and Repair! 
cement 
dures Established for 
em Isolation and Repair/ 
cement 
r Must be in Operation 
e Water Solenoid Valve 
e Activated 
dures Established for 
em Isolation and Repair/ 
cement 
ainable Item 
sinable Item 
tant Seals 
r Rt:quired Upstream 
ting Procedures 
Hshed 
dures Es tab Ushed for 
r/Replacement of Unit 
~ures Established 
~oblem Isolation and 
/Replacement 
rg Failure Detectable 
~nd - Repair/Replace 
~ System Inoperative 
CREW ACTION REQUIRED 
o Repair/Replace per Procedures 
if Required 
o Repair/Replace per Procedures 
l-t: required 
o Verify Blower "onrt 
o Repair/Replaoe per Procedures 
o Replace Filter 
o Replace Filter 
o Adjus t Mechanism and 
Replace Se.<!ls 
c llp~n Poppet per Procedures 
o Repair/Replace 
o Repair/Replace pc-, Procedures 
o Repair/Replace 
SINGLE POINT 
FAILURE 
o No 
o No 
o No 
o Yes 
o No 
o Yes 
o No 
o No 
o No 
o No 
o Yes 
o Yes 
o Yes 
o No 
FAILURE MODE 
CATEGORY 
III 
III 
III 
I~t 
III 
III 
V-41 
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TABLE V-17 FAILURE MODE AND EFFECT ANALYSIS - ~ 
DESIGN FEATURE TO 
OPERATIONAL SYSTEM FAILURE MODE RESULT ON SYSTEM PRECLUDE FAILURE 
o Waste Wate Bladder 
Tank 
o Isolation Valves (3) 
o Positive Isolation 
Disconnect 
o Dame Enclosure 
V-42 
o No Pressure on 
Bladder 
o Excessive Pressure 
o Ruptured Bladder 
o Seal Leakage 
o Face Seal Leakage 
o Clogged System 
o Poppet Closed 
o Poppet Open 
o No Pressurization 
Transfer 
o No Control 
o Gas-Water Mixture 
in System 
o Undesirable Fluid 
in Subsystem 
o Loss of Fluid 
o Reduced Flow 
o No Fluid Flow 
o No Fluid Flow 
Control 
o Insufficient Sealing 0 Fluid Loss Into 
at Hand Holee and Eu.vironment 
at Dome-Base Inter-
face. 
o Pressure Regulator Must Hav< 
a Relief Valve to Pr~vent 
System Overpressure 
o Procedures Established for , 
Problem Isolation and Repah 
Replacement 
o R.dundant Sea is 
o Filter Required Upstream 
o Operating PrGcedures 
Es tab Hshed 
o Procedures Es I;a _ ished for 
Replacement/Re~eir of Unit 
o Blower Must be in Operation' 
Before Water Solenoid Valve 
can be Activated 
mt 
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~EANSING FIXTURE (CONTINUED) 
CREW ACTION REQUIRED 
-, '-'-'--------,-----~-. ~I 
SINGLE POINT 
FAILURE 
FAILURE MODE 
CATEGORY 
i 
I 
, 
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o RepairlReplace per Procedures 
I if Rec. ,'-red 
o Adjust Mechanism and Replace 
Seals 
o Filter Maintenance 
o Open Poppet per Frocedures 
o Repair/Replace 
o Verify Blower "On II 
o No 
o No 
o No 
o No 
o No 
o Yes 
o YeS 
o No 
~""'1> 1,'(, -\" ", '_I ~.HQ..ni.r.j[ - - ,. ... 1 
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below: 
fixture. 
The failure mode categories identified in the FMEA are defined 
Category I Failure 
Category IIA Failure 
Category lIB Failure 
Category III Failure 
A single failure which could cause 
loss of personnel. 
A single failure whereby the next 
associated failure could cause loss 
of personnel. 
A single failure that could cause 
return of one or more personnel to 
to earth, or loss of subsystem func-
tion(s) essential to continuation of 
space operations and scientific 
investigation. 
A single failure which could not result 
in loss of primary or secondary mission 
objectives or adversely affect crew 
safety. 
There are no Category I and II failure modes on the cleansing 
4. Logistic Support - Until reliability numbers are derived for 
individual components, the following items are likely to require logistic 
action: 
Towel supply 
o Filter cartridges 
o Fluorescent light bulb 
o Water pump 
o Seals for positive isolation disconnect (PID) 
o Liquid soap 
o Disinfectant 
o Bar soap 
o Types and quantities of chemical waste dictate charcoal 
replacement 
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The liquid soap and disinfectant storage tanks are sized for 
a 3D-day mission and will require refilling at the end of the 3D-day 
period. Bar soap shall be provided as a redundant cleanser in case of 
liquid soap dispensi.ng failure. 
5. Enclosure Cleaning - Removing water droplets from the interior 
surface of the enclosure can be accomplished by one of the following 
methods: 
o User's hands 
o Hand held scraper 
o Mechanism incorporated into enclosure 
The most convenient method of cleaning the enclosure is by 
the crewman funneling the water droplets to the apex of the enclosure 
base with his hands. This operation may be objectionable by some, whereby 
a hand held scraper that conforms to the interior curvature could be 
utilized. A more elaborate method would be a scraper device that is an 
integral part of the enclosure which consists of wiper members that are 
operated externally to the enclosure. All methods perform this task 
satisfactorily, so the method recommended depends on the attitude of the 
CreWiTlen who are to use the unit. 
, ' 
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VI. CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY 
The conclusions resulting from the individual task efforts are 
described in the following paragraphs. 
A. TASK 1 - SELECTION OF UTENSIL/HAND CLEANSING FIXTURE CONCEPT 
Cleansing Fixture concept number one as presented in Section 
III.F. is selected as the optimum based upon li~ited feasibility test-
ing and comparative tradeoff analysis. This concept utili2es a 10\; 
air purge and requires the crewman to assist in cleanup after usage. 
This concept has the least impact on the spacecraft systems anu incorpor-
ates the selected spacecraft subsystems resulting from the tr"ueoff 
analysis. The primary subsystems are as follows: 
o Enclosure Configuration: Hemisphere dome with shallow cone 
base 
o Water Limiting Device: rlOl; nozzle (hollow cone) with isolating 
valve 
o Water Collection: Low air purge 
o Liquid-gas Separator: Vortex 
The automatic mode of operation for the fixture is possible and 
has been incorporated in the concept for h,:mcJW<lBh ings only, hmvt:.'vcr, the 
efficiency of utilizing the fixture in tllis mode is questionah1e. TI,e 
first detriment to automatic mode of operation is the' length of timt.! 
required to accomplish the task.. For each step fUl1ctlon, the timing 
sequence must be set for the maximum time so that all crewmen could 
accomplish their bandwashings completely. This requin>s the maximum 
power and impact on the spac" ··Jft. If individu'.ll time sl'quenccs \vcre 
programmed into the electrical circuitry for each subtask (i.e., rinsing), 
the operation of the fixture would be complica ted for th" c ["wman as well 
as having more hardware adding to weight, power and re1itlbility. 
The second detriment to automatic operation is that the cre\vman 
must interface \vith the fixture for c1eanup operations. If alltom~ltic 
cleanup was incorporated into the design concept, the air flmv rate mllst 
VI-l 
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be increased to attain a uniform 10,1 mls (33 fps) minimum flow throughout 
the enclosure to mOve the water droplets toward the water collection sys-
tem. In addition. an air heater must be incorporated for crewman comfort. 
This concept would reflect the weight and penalty assessment allocated to 
cleansing fixture concept number 5 which is extremely high, 
The third detriment toward automatic operation involves the uSe of 
the fixture for other tasks besides handwashings, The utensil washing 
task would require a crewman to manually accomplish the washing. Other-
wise. automatic equipment such as multi-nozzles that allow for various 
sprays to accomplish wetting. rinsing and cleanup operations would have 
to be incorporated. This would add to the volume. weight and power 
requirements. 
B. TASK 2 - FEASIBILITY TESTING 
1. Cleansing Tasks - The following table summarizes the average 
totals for soap. water and time used to perform the task listed. 
TABLE VIol FEASIBILITY TEST RESULTS 
SOAP WATER TIME 
CLEANSING TASK (m1) (m1) (SECONDS) 
Handwashing 1.5 181 71.1 
Utensil Cleansing 1.6 111.7 58.8 
Shaving 4.65 679 266.7 
Brushing Teeth - 187 142.4 
Hair Wetting 
-
68.8 88 
Body Wash 
-
250 
-
Clothes Wash 22.5 1387 268.5 
(T-Shirt) 
For the performanLe of all test tasks. the test subjects were 
asked to fill out a questionnaire. Comments made by a majority of the 
test subjects in favor of the present design include: 
o Comfortable to use 
o Good ease and comfort of obtaining water and soap 
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o Air flow within the enclosure was comfortable 
o Hand holes were comfortable 
a Foot operated on-off switch preferred to knee, hand or forearm 
o Water and air temperature comfortable 
a The enclosure shape was adequate for maneuverability 
Many subjects commented that the enclosure height needed to be 
changed and that possible angling of the entire fixture would be bene-
ficial in both visibility and ease of doing the task. However, it must 
be remembered that these feasibility tests were done in a one "g" environ-
ment and that the human body tends to form in a fetal position in a 
zero "g" environment, thus conforming more to the present d<:sign of the 
enclosure. Aside from these two comments, the UtensU/Handwashing fixture 
appears to be highly sutisfactory as far as ease and comfort of performing 
a given task. 
When washing the clothes, fogging of the enclosure due to the 
article blocking air flo, .. through bhe enclDsure caused very poor visi-
bility. Test subjects commented t:,at due to this fact they could not 
tell when enough soap had been applied and when the article was clean. 
The bulkiness of the T-shirt made maneuverability within the enclosure 
to clean a particular part of t.he clothing nearly impossible. It was, 
therefore, concluded that due to the excessive time ~nvolved, water usage, 
soap usage and discomfort, that apparel washing in the present design of 
the cleansing fixture was infeasible. All other tasks were considered 
fe.sible to be accomplished in the cleansing fixture. 
2. Microbial Control - A disinfectant test was performed to 
determine the effectiveness of different substances in reducing the 
population of "E. coli" microorganisms in 40 minutes. The percent 
reduction was as follows: 
o Olive Leaf: 93.3% 
o Wescodyne: 100% 
o Sodium Meta-bisulfite: 100% 
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3. Waste Fluid Dumping - Testin; was performed on chemical dumping 
into the fixture. For the purpose of thi.s test only those "waste chemicals" 
~~patible with a Plexiglas liquid/gas separator could be used. In addition, 
only those materials already on hand were used. Four materials were tested: 
Ethyl Alcohol 
Dioxane 
Trichloroethane 
5% Acetic Acid 
To conduct the test, 20 ml of the material was dumped into the 
bottom of the fixture with the blower on at 26.5 m3/sec (15:58 CFM). The 
time was recorded from the dump until the last drop fell into the graduated 
cylinder at the bottom of the sump. Table VI-2 shows the test data. 
TABLE VI-2 MATERIAL COMPARISON 
~Iaterial Time (Sec) ~3 (Cu F~ Air ml Collected ml Vaporized g Vaporized 
Ethyl Alcohol 65 .48 (16.9) 10.2 9.8 7.735 
Dioxane 55 .40 (14.3) 14.0 6.0 6.2 
Trichloroethane 37 .27 (9.6) 12.5 • 7.5 10.824 
5% Acetic Acid 40 .29 (10.4) 15.8 4.2 4.2 
C. TASK 3 - REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION 
1. Selected System The configuration of the sele~ted system is 
shown in Figure V-S with a crewman interfacing with tr." unit. The 
mechanical schematic of the selected system is shown in Figure V-3 and 
the electrical wiring diagram in Figure V-4. 
shown in Figure V-7. 
The equipment layout is 
Removing water droplets from the interior surface of the 
enclosure can be accomplished by one of the following methods: 
o User's hands 
o Hand held scraper 
o Mechanism incorporated into enclosure 
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The most convenient method of cleaning the enclosure is by 
the crewman funneling the water droplets to the apex of the enclosure base 
with his hands. This operation may be objectionable by some, whereby a 
hand held scraper that conforms to the interior curvature could be uti-
lized. A more elaborate method would be a scraper device that is an 
integral part of the enclosure which consists of wiper members that are 
operated externally to the enclosure. All methods perform this task 
satisfactorily, so the method recommended depends on the attitude of 
crewmen that are to use the unit. 
2. Projected Size and Weight - The system was designed to fit 
within the standard lab experiment rack or be installed as an individually 
floor mounted equipment module. Width of the unit is 571.5 mm (22.5 
inches) with a height of 1770.4 rom (69.7 inches) and with a depth that 
varies from 546.1 mIll (21.5 inches) to 759.5 rom (29.~ inches). 
The system equipment weight made up of water, disinfectant, 
waste water, air movement, nitrogen pressurization, drinking \Vater and 
electrical subsystems plus the structural hardware is 52.1 kg (114.82 
pound,). The equivalent weight impact for (5) and (10) hdnd\;ashings per 
day is shown in Tables V-ll and V-12, and a graph illustrating additive 
tasks with associated increase in equivalent weight penalty is shO\;n in 
Figure V- 2. Total weight including equipment an'; weight penalties arc 
386 kg (844 pounds) for (10) handwashings and 7~2 ~g (640 pounds) for 
(5) handwashings per day. 
3. Charcoal Requirements - Assuming all the prelimin,ory selected 
chemicals are dumped once per day and that the .42 m3 (15 ft3) of purged 
air saturated with the chemical vapors, the total ' . .;eight of vapurizl'd 
chemicals is 3.04 kg (6.72 1bs). For a 30 day mission, the total \;e[ght 
becomes 91.3 kg (201.6 lbs). 
Since charcoal is assumed to absorb 20% of its weight in dwmi-
cal vapors, the theoretical charcoal weight becomes: 
3.04 kg , 
.20 ; 15 0 2 kg (33.6 lbs) per dny 
91.3 kg 
.20 456.7 kg (1008 1bs) [or 30 days 
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Based on experimental dumping of chemical fluids in the feasi-
bility handwashing fixture, the weight of chemical vapor is 17.5 percent 
by weight of the theoretical values. Therefore, the following values 
should be used for the charcoal weight requirement: 
(.175)(15.2 kg) = 2.7 kg (5.88 Ibs) per day 
(.175)(456.7 kg) = 79.9 kg (176.4 Ibs) for 30 days 
Reconunendations 
a. Better guidelines are needed as to what type and quantity 
of various waste chemicals would be generated in the spacelab. 
b. Using mainly solvent type materials for examples of waste 
chemicals to be disposad of in spacelab is potentially misleading and could 
result in inadequate planning for actual missions. There are a vast multi-
tude of possible waste material that could be generated, some easier and 
some harder to dispose of than the ones listed. 
c. A possible alternative solution would be to use a waste 
chemical disposal unit designed for zero-g laboratory use. 
4. Possible Applications - The following are areas that would 
benefit from the use of a utensil/hand cleansing fixture: 
o Space experiment modules (Shuttle payload area) 
o Shuttle galley 
o Long duration space missions 
D. TASK 4 - DOCUMENTATION 
This task prepared the documentation and reports required by the 
data requirements list (DRL) number T-1097. These included the following: 
o Monthly Progress Reports (MCR-75-257) 
o Final Report (MCR-75-486) 
o Development Plan (MCR-75-2l6) 
o Requirements Definition Document (MCR-75-474) 
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{ o TradecU Analysis Report (MCR-75-347) 
o Test Report (MCR-75-433) 
o Test Plan (MCR-75-271) 
o Design Requirements Dccument, WBS 1115 (MCR-75-2l7) 
Eo PROPOSED WORK 
The concept feasibility study for a spacecraft utensil/hand c~~ansing 
fixture was conducted with limited testing to determine parameters associ-
at2d with the fixture design. This study has shown that a zero gravity 
cleansing fixture is feasible. During the course of this concept study, 
design development needs were identified and a preliminary design was 
established to a top-level detail. 
The recommended future Spacecraft Utensil/Hand Cleansing Fixture 
program plan is to develop a preliminary design into a working breadboard 
system that can be tested and evaluated. Based on the breadboard evalua-
tions, a prototype unit could then be designed and fabricated. This unit 
could then be evaluated through a series of tesrs consisting of both one 
gravity and zero gravity environments. Based on the results of this pro-
gram, a flight article specification could be defined and prepared. The 
design shall be compatible with Shuttle and Spacelab configuration layouts 
and shall have minimum impact c the ~pacecraft and its associated systems. 
This effort is di.vided in tasks over a 24-month duration from authority 
to proceed and is outiinl'!:d below: 
1. Task 1 - Breadboard Design and Fabrication - The contractor 
shall design and fahricate breadboard-type I.ardware that can be utilized 
to evaluate the cleansing fixture in a series of tests consisting of one 
gravity, neutral buoyancy, and KC-IJ5 aircraft simulating zero gravity. 
The design and fabrication shall be f"":om materials suitable for testing to 
meet the requirements stated in Paragraph LILA.2 and [I [.A. 3. 
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2. Task 2 - Breadboard Testing - The breadboard hardware shall be 
tested to provide performance and functional data that can be utilized to 
design a prototype cleans:ng fixture. The testing shall develop quantita-
tive criteria that can be utilized to assess the impact on the spacecraft 
systems. The following tests will be conducted to obtain the stated 
objectives: 
a. One-g Laboratory Tests - The objective of these tests is 
to establish criteria for the following as a minimum: 
1) Set up test to dump chemical fluids (refer to MCR-75-
347, Section IV-B4) into the fixture and determine what chemical reactions 
take place and what gases are evolved. 
2) Determine effective spray location and pattern for 
automatic disinfecting of fixture. 
3) Perform microbiological tests for 70 day handwashings. 
4) Test effectiveness of bacteria on charcoal filter in 
removing particles from the blower air. 
b. Neutral Buoyancy Tests - The objective of these tests is 
to determine man-machine interfacing cric<!ria in a simulated weightless 
environment for the follOWing as a minimum: 
1) Verify or re-evaluate man-machine interfacing with 
enclosure design (Hand holes). 
2) Investigate switch activation and restraint technique 
(foot, hand, or knee activated). 
3) Determine effects on cabinet design of zero-g posture. 
4) Investigate miscellaneous restraints for equipment 
associated with the fixture (towels, sponge, utensils). 
5) Verify one-g man-machine fixture interfacing. 
c. KC-135 Tests - The objective of these tests is to determine 
the feasibility of performing the following tasks and evaluating techniques 
LO establish design criteria: 
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1) Perform test on the feasibility of either removing 
whiskers from direct water stream, or in a basin full of water. 
2) Perform test to verify the effectiveness of the water 
collection system. 
3) Develop effective meanS of dumping liquids into the 
fixture in zero-g. 
4) Develop a wipe-down mechanism to collect water fro~ 
the inside surface of the fixture and verify its effectiveness. 
5) Find effective water spray pattern for utensil cleans-
ing. 
6) Verify neutral buoyancy and one-g man-machine fixture 
interfacing. 
3. Task 3 - Preliminary System Specification - The contractor 
shall prepare a preliminary system specification based on the results 
of Task 2 testing. The purpose. of this preliminary system specifica-
tion is to define a baseline for the design of a prototype cleansing 
fixture. This sFecification shall include system requirements, inter-
faces, operational aspects, overall design, and any other applicable 
technical characteristics. The specification shall be in sufficient 
detail to comprehensively explain all the technical requirements and 
features of the total system. 
4. Task 4 - Prototype Cleansing Fixture Design - The contractor 
shall develop the design and prepare detailed and assembly drawings/ 
specifications which shall include all the technical design requirements, 
characteristics, and features of the equipment comprising the system. The 
specifications shall be in sufficierct detail that the equipment can be 
fabricated, assembled, and operated. The drawings/specifications shall 
include a list of all the parts and cJmponents utilized. The list shall 
be properly identified, including tl-.e manufacturer's name and 8.ny other 
pertinent information. NASA-JSC shall approve the design. 
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5. Task 5 - Prototype Cleansing Fixture Fabrication - The con-
tractor shall fabricate a prototype cleansing fixtu~e in accordance with 
the NASA approved drawing/specifications in Task 4. The fixture shall 
be inspected after fabrication to ensure that the unit is in accordance 
with the design drawings/specifications. 
6. Task 6 - Prototype Cleansing Fixture Performance Tests - The 
contractor shall test the fixture to demonstrate that all functions and 
features are satisfactory for nominal conc:itions in both a onE' gravity 
and a weightless enviromnent. Off-desigll conditions shall be imposed to 
define limitations and possible failure modes. The test data shall be 
analyzed to determine potential design improvements to extend the per-
formance limits. The following test requirements are considered minimum 
,,"d general, therefore, the contractor is encouraged to add to and modify 
the requirements as necessary to enhance the program: 
a. Water distribution system suitability; 
b. Soap distribution system suitability; 
c. Water collection system suitability; 
d. Air distribution system suitability; 
e. Task performance capab~lity for washing hands, washing 
utensils, shaving, brushing teet!:, whole body sponge-bath, oral hygiene, 
and washing of hair; 
f. Cabinet man-machine interfacing suitability including 
restraint system; 
g. Maintainability aspects of hardware design. 
Test data shall be obtained and recorded to fully assess the 
impact on the spacecraft systems. A test report shall be prepared to 
record the data including photographs. 
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7. Task 7 • Preliminary Flight Article Specification _ The con-
tractor shall prepare a preliminary flight article specification that 
defines system requirements, interfaces, operational aspects, overall 
design, and recommended testing. The specification shall be based on 
the results of the previous six tasks and shall be in sufficient detail 
to comprehensively explain all the technical requirements and features 
of the total system. 
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